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a b s t r a c t

Recently, cloud computing becomes one of the main orientations of many researchers and companies
in the IT area. Therefore, a huge number of cloud services have been developed. Because of the
diversity and heterogeneity in providing these services, it is urgently needed to develop a unified cloud
ontology. Such ontology can classify these services appropriately and participate as a mapping layer
to present such services in a unified description format. Although many studies have been conducted
to build cloud ontologies, they have adopted the cloud service layers-based structure. On the other
hand, the existing cloud services may involve functionalities from different layers due to the continual
increase in the complexity of customer demands. Unfortunately, there are no clear relations to organize
the interventions among these layers. Therefore, such services may be difficult to be classified into
a specific cloud service layer. Additionally, the layers-based structure of ontologies represents an
obstacle to address important issues, such as cloud service recommendation. Despite there are few
cloud service functionality-based cloud ontologies, they suffer from many overlaps, lack of semantic
relations, or poor granularity of concepts. Also, all the existing cloud ontologies (i.e., layers-based and
functionality-based) lack important criteria, such as completeness, consistency, conciseness, clarity,
preciseness, and granularity. In this paper, a comprehensive cloud ontology called CloudFNF has been
proposed to overcome such drawbacks. According to the structure of the proposed ontology, cloud
services are classified as functionality-based instead of layers-based. Also, non-functional features of
cloud services (i.e., configuration and QoS features) are considered to enable services of the same
functionalities to be ranked efficiently. Based on our previously suggested cloud ontology evaluation
framework, our proposed cloud ontology has been evaluated compared to the most related cloud
ontologies. The evaluation results show that the proposed CloudFNF ontology outperforms the other
ontologies.

© 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Due to flexibility of cloud technology to provide and maintain
IT services with low costs, many customers are being motivated
to move their business applications to cloud computing [57].
Therefore, many clouds are being released continuously and they
are competing for delivering the on-demand services, exploit-
ing the available advantages of this technology. These clouds
publish every day a large number of services to cover a wide
range of the needed functionalities, such as computing, storing,
business, designing, developing, as well as, cloud management
functionalities [3].

On the other hand, cloud services suffer from the heterogene-
ity problem, where services of the same functionality are being
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published in heterogeneous environments by different providers.
These services have different features, descriptions, qualities, and
non-standard conventions [2,57]. Due to these types of hetero-
geneities, as well as, the explosion of cloud services, issues, such
as cloud service discovery, cloud service description, standardiza-
tion, and interoperability, have been appeared. Many studies have
been contributed overcoming these issues using semantic tech-
nologies embodied in ontology. One of the main advantages of
using ontology is the provisioning of a common-access informa-
tion layer [46]. Therefore, ontology can provide a mapping layer
that can present cloud services in a unified format by masking
their heterogeneities. In turn, this can contribute solving many
other issues, such as those related to migration and composition
of cloud services [8,52].

There are many studies that have been conducted to con-
struct ontologies for describing cloud services in a unified format.
Unfortunately, there is no a comprehensive standardized set of
features for describing cloud services [25,40]. So, each study has
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uses its developed ontology to address a specific problem [25]. A
general ontology for describing all cloud service layers (i.e., SaaS,
PaaS, and PaaS, and Business as a Service), or specific and detailed
ontologies for each layer are still missing [4,8].

The main objective of building ontologies is to provide an ex-
plicit model for describing a specific domain by defining its con-
cepts and relations among these concepts using an unambiguous
language interpreted by machines and humans [19]. However,
the current cloud ontologies suffer from some drawbacks, such
as overlapping concepts, redundancy, inconsistency, and miss-
ing information, which were committed during the development
phase [32].

Ontology concepts may be organized in a hierarchical struc-
ture (i.e., superclass/subclass, broader/narrower, or parent/child
relations) or so-called taxonomy, which is a simplified defini-
tion of ontology [27,44,48]. The existing cloud ontologies can
be considered as cloud service layers-based taxonomies. These
taxonomies have been derived from classifications defined by
NIST [24] and IBM [10]. NIST classifies cloud services into three
generic layers; SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS. Besides these layers, IBM
defines an additional layer called Business-Process-as-a-Services
(BPaaS). Although many other layers have been mentioned, they
came out from those four generic layers. For example, Data-as-a-
Service (DaaS), and Communication-as-a-Service (CaaS) came out
from IaaS layer [9].

In the same context, some functional features of cloud services
(e.g., Hosting, Networking, Big Data, and Database) have a broad
spectrum of users. Many studies and cloud vendors classify ser-
vices related to these features into new separate layers, beside
the generic ones, to simplify the discovery process as in [50], [7],
and [17]. These new layers may conflict with the generic ones
and in many cases; it is difficult to classify some cloud services
into a specific cloud service layer. For example, Amazon refers
to Web Service’s Elastic MapReduce (EMR) [6] as a PaaS. But,
EMR integrates functionalities from different layers. It integrates
Hadoop, which is a PaaS service, with other IaaS services, such
as EC2, NoSQL DynamoDB, and S3 [5]. Also, Qubole [43] is a data
platform to extract insights. It focuses on delivering a quick start
for Big Data [43]. It encompasses functionalities; Hadoop, web
and programming interfaces, database adaptors, and its offers
reach to the SaaS layer. Although both services (i.e., EMR and
Qubole) are classified according to their vendors into a spe-
cific layer (i.e., EMR as a PaaS and Qubole as a Big Data), their
functionalities are scattered across several layers. However, in
some cases, a single cloud service may be inadequate to achieve
all functionalities embodied in customer demands that become
more complex from day to day. It is difficult to keep up with
such continual increase in the complexity of demands without
considering the integration among cloud services [20,35].

On the other hand, the current structure of cloud ontologies
(i.e., cloud service layers-based structure) does not satisfy such
integration, as services may belong to different cloud service lay-
ers and there are no clear relations to organize the interventions
among these layers. So, issues, such as classifying, describing,
composing, and discovering cloud services will still represent
great challenges. Also, the current structure does not support
other important related issues, such as the recommendation.
Considering semantic relations among the functional features of
cloud services will achieve high recommendation accuracy [58].
So, developing a structure of cloud ontology taking into account
such relations will be more useful for addressing these issues.

The current structure of cloud ontologies does not support
non-expert cloud customers, as it does not support the natural
language processing (NLP) preferred by these customers [15].
So, developing a structure of cloud ontology that supports the
NLP will help customers related to other domains to discover

and maintain their cloud services easily. This cannot be oc-
curred without reconsidering the current structure to become
functionality-based rather than layers-based. This will render
cloud ontology easy to be extended by adding more functional
features, keywords and properties to define features, or relations.

Therefore, we believe that classifying cloud services based on
their provisioned functionalities may be better than classifying
them based on their related layers. Instead of searching inside
a specific layer for services that can provide functionalities re-
quested by a customer, it may be better to search for such services
inside functionality categories related to the required functional-
ities. Thus, issues, such as cloud service discovery, composition,
and recommendation will be easier and more effective.

Although the existence of a few studies that have adopted the
functionality-based structure of cloud ontology, they suffer from
many overlaps, lack of semantic relations, or poor granularity
of concepts (i.e., poor arrangement). Add to that, all the cur-
rent cloud ontologies (i.e., functionality-based and layers-based)
lack important criteria, such as completeness, consistency, con-
ciseness, preciseness, clarity, and balanced granularity of con-
cepts [1].

In this paper, a comprehensive cloud ontology, which is called
Cloud Functional and Non-functional Features (CloudFNF), is pro-
posed to model the current cloud services effectively and to
overcome drawbacks of the current cloud ontologies. According
to the structure of the proposed ontology, cloud services are
classified based on their functionalities instead of their layers into
granular groups. Also, non-functional features of cloud services
(i.e., configuration and QoS features) are considered to enable
services of the same functional features to be ranked efficiently.
Because Protégé knowledge management system [42] is a pow-
erful open source framework for modeling knowledge of various
domains, it has been used to develop our proposed ontology. It
provides a graphical and visual representation, as well as, OWL1
language to build an easily navigable and meaningful representa-
tion. Based on our previously suggested cloud ontology evaluation
framework [1], our proposed cloud ontology is evaluated com-
pared to the most related cloud ontologies. The evaluation results
show that the proposed CloudFNF ontology outperforms the other
cloud ontologies. Also, it satisfies the ontology evaluation criteria
defined in [51].

This paper is organized as follows; cloud computing issues and
the role of ontology to overcome such issues are presented in
Section 2. A quick overview about the existing cloud ontologies
is presented in Section 3. The structure of the proposed cloud
ontology is described in Section 4. Concepts and relations of the
proposed cloud ontology are discussed in Section 5. Our proposed
ontology is evaluated in Section 6. Finally, the conclusion and
future work are presented in Section 7.

2. Cloud ontology

Cloud computing is a modern technology development within
the IT industry. The rapid adoption and the prosperity of this
technology resulted in a great change in the governance practices
(i.e., obtaining, managing, and deploying) of the IT services [53].
Cloud like other technologies have some issues that need to be
addressed, such as service description, service discovery, ser-
vice composition, service auditing, security and privacy, inter-
operability, application migration, and standardization [14,56].
Therefore, addressing issues related to this technology leads to
the development of the IT industry. The heterogeneity of clouds,
lack of standardization, and insufficient knowledge directly or

1 Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a semantic knowledge representation
language for constructing ontologies
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indirectly represent the core of many cloud issues [1]. For ex-
ample, through Interoperability, lack of standardization has an
indirect impact on other issues, such as workload migration, user
authentication, data migration and management, and workload
management [29].

There are many motivations that render ontologies an ef-
fective way to address issues related to cloud services. These
motivations can be summarized as follows [38]:

- Ontologies can provide a common structure of information
to be shared among agents. This allows information from
different resources to be aggregated for extracting hidden
knowledge (i.e., ontologies permit inferences), for answer-
ing queries, or for using as input to other applications.
Also, sharing a neutral format of information solves the
problem of duplicating or re-coding information according
to the suitable format of each application [46]. Therefore,
ontologies can participate in addressing cloud service issues,
such as standardization, interoperability, service descrip-
tion, and heterogeneity, by providing a mapping layer to
present these services in a unified format and therefore
masking their differences.

- Ontologies can provide explicit specifications of terms in do-
main knowledge. This renders the modification process pos-
sible, in particular for people without expertise about the
meaning of these terms. In turn, this can aid to address
the search problem by representing ontologies’ concepts by
a set of terms and then mapping search terms to these
concepts [46]. Also, the explicit specification of terms ren-
ders the formal analysis (i.e., visual description) possible and
valuable. Therefore, ontologies can participate in address-
ing issues, such as cloud service discovery, and insufficient
knowledge about cloud technology.

- Ontologies enable the reusability of domain knowledge. In
turn, this allows small ontologies, which describe different
sections of a large domain, to be composed for construct-
ing a more holistic ontology. Also, this benefit allows gen-
eral ontologies to be modified and extended to describe a
new domain of interest. Therefore, ontologies can partic-
ipate in maintaining some characteristics related to cloud
technology, such as flexibility, and scalability.

In sum, ontology can play an important role to overcome cloud
service issues, in particular, those are related to standardization,
and improving the communication among cloud agents (i.e., hu-
man and software) [27,37]. Ontology can provide a well-defined
knowledge for cloud services. Therefore, cloud services can be
semantically and relatively defined to each other using cloud
ontology.

3. Related work

Many cloud ontologies have been proposed to overcome issues
related to cloud services. For instance, authors, in [55], have
proposed a cloud business ontology to classify cloud services.
Regarding standardization and interoperability issues, cloud on-
tologies can provide an improved interoperability and clear stan-
dards, which render the development of new cloud services
easier, as well as, decrease the risk of moving the business to
cloud, and in turn, render cloud more attractive for compa-
nies [23]. The mOSAIC cloud ontology [36] is an example of using
ontology to achieve the interoperability. For cloud service discov-
ery issue, cloud ontologies can serve as the core of cloud service
repositories and discovery frameworks, where cloud vendors can
release their services in these repositories, and customers can
query the ontology to select the appropriate services according
to their demands [50]. Cloud service discovery techniques can

depend on cloud ontologies to recognize services relevant to the
customer needs. Additionally, ontology can be useful to overcome
the limitations of traditional search engines and to improve their
optimization [33,44]. Cloud service discovery system proposed
in [21] is an example of using ontology to select the proper cloud
services.

Features of cloud services are what should be considered
during the modeling phase for a proper description of cloud
services. These features can be classified into Functional Features
(FFs) and Non-Functional Features (NFFs). FFs represent tasks that
must be achieved by the published cloud service (e.g., storage,
backup, hosting, development, document management, provi-
sioning, problem management, load balancing, etc.) [30]. NFFs
represent configuration parameters, and operational quality of
these tasks (e.g., deployment model, cost, communication band-
width, and QoS properties). So, when the NFFs exist, they should
be in relevance to the FFs [57]. The current cloud ontologies have
varying degrees of caring about representing FFs and NFFs of
cloud services. So, cloud ontologies discussed in this section are
classified according to their degrees of interest into FFs Cloud
ontologies, and NFFs Cloud ontologies.

The following subsections discuss briefly some of these cloud
ontologies. For more details about these ontologies and other
cloud ontologies, see our in-depth cloud ontology study con-
ducted in [1].

3.1. FFs cloud ontologies

Some cloud ontologies that are interested in representing the
FFs of cloud services are discussed in the following paragraphs.

In an attempt to find a standardized way for describing cloud
services and presenting them in a summarized format, A. Taham-
tan and et al. [50] have presented a cloud ontology with a se-
mantic role as shown in Fig. 1. The authors have proposed this
ontology to be the core of their repository framework that has
been built to discover cloud services. Two important aspects have
been combined in this ontology; business functions and cloud
features. On the other hand, the mentioned ontology’s concepts,
their subclasses, and their relations lack a clear description. So,
this ontology is vulnerable to the confused situations. Also, defi-
nitions of concepts and individuals in this ontology are confused.
For example, Upto_8 GB, Upto_16 GB, Africa, and Asia, and all
subclasses of CloudServiceName (i.e. Akamai, 3Tera, Amazon_S3,
AppNexus, etc.) have been defined as concepts, but they are actu-
ally individuals. So, that ontology suffers from too many overlaps
among concepts and from poor granularity of these concepts.

In order to overcome the confusion problem among FFs of the
provisioned cloud services, authors in [34] have proposed an on-
tology to classify functionalities of cloud services into categories
to help customers select services properly. Although the main
objective of this ontology is to overcome overlaps among FFs
of cloud services, some categories (i.e., concepts) are overlapped
due to the lack of semantic relations and balanced arrangement.
For instance, declaring the concept ‘‘Network_Load_Balancing’’
as a subclass of ‘‘Compute:Workload_Distribution’’ instead of a
subclass of ‘‘Networking’’ may cause a type of overlap and low
arrangement. Additionally, the proposed ontology cannot be con-
sidered as an exhaustive ontology, as other important features
have been ignored such as NFFs and the management functional
features of cloud services.

Another attempt to help customers discover the most suitable
cloud services has been done by Serchen [13], which is a large
online marketplace for services provisioned by various cloud ven-
dors. Serchen organizes these services in a taxonomy of seventeen
concepts at the top classification layer (i.e., as the main categories
of cloud services). Cloud services related to each concept are
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Fig. 1. Sample of A. Tahamtan cloud ontology to clarify its semantic role.

also categorized into subclasses of one hierarchical level. Thus,
this taxonomy is hierarchically organized into two classification
levels. Although there is no clear method to describe how the
taxonomy has been created, it is obvious that Serchen classifies
services into categories of the most popular IT functionalities. On
the other hand, nothing has been mentioned about how these
services are ranked (i.e., NFFs are missing). However, it is obvious
that Serchen ranks services inside each category according to
their customer recommendations. Also, Serchen taxonomy suf-
fers from the overstatement in categorizing functionalities of
cloud services. This may cause the appearance of unnecessary
categories. This may cause more crowding and many overlaps.

3.2. NFFs cloud ontologies

Some cloud ontologies that are interested in representing the
NFFs of cloud services are discussed in the following paragraphs.

In [23], authors have proposed a tree-structured cloud taxon-
omy based on the three generic cloud service layers (i.e., SaaS,
PaaS, and IaaS). Adopting the tree structure was to accelerate and
simplify categorizing and comparing various cloud services. The
available cloud services at that time were analyzed to identify
common and exclusive features of every model. This may be
useful for addressing the standardization issue. The proposed tax-
onomy provides customers with a set of options, which represent
the extracted features, at each level of the tree. On the other
hand, this taxonomy has some drawbacks that may hinder the
achievement of the intended purpose. It has only focused on
presenting the NFFs of cloud services. Additionally, some of the
defined features need more details to avoid the confusion at the
deeper levels of the tree.

For the same purpose, a cloud taxonomy has been proposed
in [41]. Concepts in this taxonomy have been described clearly. In
addition, important elements, which are needed in the research
community (e.g., SLA and the performance metrics), have also
been included. On the other hand, the proposed taxonomy de-
pends on the free text style for describing these concepts instead
of using a more readable and understandable format (i.e., for-
mal or graphical description format). Also, this taxonomy has
been established by performing a survey analysis on incomplete
set of cloud providers (eleven IaaS providers compared to only
two PaaS providers). Additionally, nothing has been mentioned
about the selection criteria of providers, such as popularity, and
representativeness criteria.

As an attempt to address the problem of non-standardization
of cloud services’ descriptions, authors in [37] have developed a
cloud ontology. In this ontology, features of services published by
various cloud providers have been defined using unified naming
conventions. These features have been classified into subclasses
that represent the available options for each feature. Authors have
developed that ontology to serve as the backbone of a proposed
cloud service selection engine. According to this ontology, the
keywords of the engine’s input query are arranged, and then
similar services are ranked depending on those features. On the
other hand, this ontology suffers from some drawbacks. For in-
stance, the exclusive features of the three generic service layers
of the offered services have not mentioned. Also, some important
aspects, such as FFs of cloud services, have been neglected.

In sum, the current cloud ontologies suffer from many draw-
backs, such as overlapping concepts, lack of balanced arrange-
ment, and redundancy of unnecessary information. From our
point of view, the main reason of these drawbacks is the lack
of semantic relations that can provide an explicit description of
ontologies’ concepts. For instance, the overlap between concepts
of pairs (IaaS, Infrastructure) and (PaaS, Platform) can be disposed
using synonym relations. So, extracting interrelations among con-
cepts of the cloud service domain is indispensable during the
construction of ontologies [36].

In the same context, most of cloud ontologies adopt the tax-
onomic structure (i.e., limited kinds of relations beside ‘‘is_a’’ or
‘‘has_a’’). However, authors in [27] has recently proposed a layers-
based structure of cloud ontology that has taken into account
the representation of semantic relations. Also, the current cloud
ontologies cannot be considered as a comprehensive ontology
(i.e., it does not encompass all aspects of cloud services; FFs and
NFFs).

In the following section, we propose a structure of our com-
prehensive cloud ontology to overcome the previous mentioned
drawbacks. According to this structure, three dimensions are
focused; (1) Functionality-based classification of cloud services.
(2) NFFs of cloud services. (3) Representation of semantic rela-
tions. In this ontology, cloud services are classified according to
their functionalities to avoid drawbacks caused by the layers-
based classifications. However, classifying services according to
their functional features may lead to some defects, such as over-
lapping concepts, and redundancy [34]. To overcome these de-
fects, we have extracted interrelations among concepts in the
cloud service domain to provide an explicit semantic model for
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Fig. 2. The general perspective of cloud services’ features according to the
structure of the proposed cloud ontology.

cloud services. Also, the non-functional features of cloud services
have been considered in our ontology to achieve the inclusiveness
of all aspects of cloud services. During the construction of our on-
tology, we have investigated the balanced granularity of our cloud
ontology concepts to avoid the overstatement in categorizing
functionalities of cloud services. Additionally, in the explanation
of these concepts, more details are attached to avoid the foggy
situations [23].

4. The structure of the proposed cloud ontology

According to our previous study [1], the current cloud ontolo-
gies have been analyzed to identify their strengths and weak-
nesses. Also, a set of rules has been introduced to be considered
during the construction or the evaluation of cloud ontologies.
Based on the conducted analysis, features of cloud services can
be classified into three classes; Deployment Parameters (DPs),
FFs, and NFFs (see Fig. 2). DPs class includes general parame-
ters that should be attached to every published cloud service.
These parameters include; (1) Payment model (free, per unit,
subscription models, or tiered), (2) Subscription fee (free or for
fee), (3) Intended users or so-called stakeholders (individuals,
or organizations), (4) License type (proprietary, or open source),
(5) Level of information availability or so-called openness (limited
level, basic level, complete level, or moderate level), (6) Available
service interface (web portal, CLI, or API), (7) SLA (agreement
terms, definitions of the used naming conventions, and pricing
details), (8) URL, (9) Version, and (10) Title (published service
name).

Features of the other two classes (i.e., FFs and NFFs) represent
the customer demands. According to Fig. 2, FFs can be classi-
fied into; (1) Offered FFs (O.FFs) or so-called provisioned features
(e.g., computing, hosting, application development and testing,
and document management), and (2) Supporting FFs (S.FFs) or so-
called management features (e.g., resource allocation, problem
management, billing, and reporting). O.FFs are provisioned as ser-
vices individually or in compositions for achieving the customer
demands. For S.FFs, they are important for cloud providers to
efficiently manage their systems and their provisioned services.
The S.FFs allow providers to make sure that their O.FFs are being
provisioned with a high-quality to customers.

According to IBM [10], we can classify S.FFs into Operational
Support Features (OSFs), and Business Support Features (BSFs).
S.FFs, such as resource allocation, problem management, and
performance management, can be considered as OSFs, while S.FFs,
such as customer account management, and order management
can be considered as BSFs.

Regarding the NFFs, they are necessary to describe the effec-
tiveness of the FFs. In other words, NFFs do not exist indepen-
dently but in relevance to FFs for describing the configuration and

quality of their services under specific conditions [57]. For exam-
ple, when a customer requires a cloud service, which provides a
specific functional feature (s), with designated NFFs (e.g., cost and
response time), cloud services with similar functionality (s) will
be ranked based on these NFFs to obtain the proper service [31].
NFFs can be classified into Design Time NFFs (DT.NFFs) and Run
Time NFFs (RT.NFFs) [57]. The DT.NFFs represent configuration
parameters, which are known before the execution (e.g., Cost, and
Communication Bandwidth). The RT.NFFs represent QoS proper-
ties, which could be measured using the customer voting or by
analyzing historical records after at least one execution cycle [52].
As shown in Fig. 3, the RT.NFFs can also be classified into Technical
Properties and Business Properties [47]. Some of these properties,
such as performance, could be measured using a set of measuring
parameters.

In sum, the three classes of features do not exist independently
but they interact together for describing a cloud service explicitly.
Fig. 4 provides the structure of the proposed cloud ontology that
illustrates how these classes interact together using semantic re-
lations (i.e., Object properties and Datatype properties). As shown
in Fig. 4, ‘‘Service1’’, which is an individual of the DPs, has two
object relations with individuals of FFya and FFxa, which are sub-
classes of concepts ‘‘General Concepty’’ and ‘‘General Conceptx’’,
respectively. This means that the service ‘‘Service1’’ is explicitly
presented with two functional features (i.e., FFxa and FFya). Also, it
implicitly provides another functional feature (i.e., FFxb that is a
subclass of the concept ‘‘General Conceptx’’) through the object
relation between ‘‘FFya’’ and ‘‘FFxb’’. Every functionality of the
three FFs has its own configuration parameters. Values of these
parameters vary from service to service. So, new individuals with
the same functional feature should be attached to new individuals
of these parameters to differentiate the various settings of the
recently added services with respect to a specific functional fea-
ture. After publishing these services, they should be assessed by
customer voting according to a specific set of QoS properties. So
each individual of the DPs (i.e., ‘‘Service1’’, ‘‘Service2 ’’, ‘‘Servicen’’)
should have an object relation with an individual of RT.NFFs to
represent the assessment results.

As shown in Fig. 4, the proposed structure allows addressing
important issues, such as the recommendation process, as it
considers the semantic relations among the functional features
of cloud services. Also, it is suitable for representing complex
functional features, such as Hyper-converged Infrastructure (HCI).
HCI combines virtualized storage, compute, and networking into
a single virtualized package that can be managed collectively,
and shared by multiple applications for achieving complex re-
quirements easily and quickly [22,54]. According to the proposed
functionality-based structure, HCI’s outputs can be considered
as composite services (i.e., services that compose of multiple
cloud functional features), while the combination process itself
(i.e., HCI) can be considered as a cloud functional feature for
achieving the required integration among the provisioned cloud
functionalities.

The used key elements to define ontology are concepts/classes,
instances/individuals/objects, and properties/relations. Each
group of instances with similar features is represented by a
concept. These features can be described using a set of common
keywords attached to the concept. The relations are used to
describe how instances of a concept are related to instances of
another concept (i.e. object property) or to represent relations
between instances and data values of their parameters (i.e., data-
type property) [37]. So, relations are necessary for describing
the intended meaning. More relations point to more clarity in
meaning, and fewer confusions and overlaps.

There are several description languages for describing ontolo-
gies in a formal format. RDF and OWL are the most common
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Fig. 3. RT.NFFs and their relative measuring parameters [47].

Fig. 4. The structure of the proposed cloud ontology.

languages [44]. Due to the ability to represent complex relations,
and to flexibly navigate ontologies using query languages and
visual tools, OWL is the proper candidate for describing ontolo-
gies formally [34,36]. Therefore, we have used this language for
developing our proposed cloud ontology.

According to the structure of the proposed cloud ontology, the
collected features during the analysis phase are arranged in a
Functional and Non-Functional Cloud ontology called CloudFNF.
In the following section, the main concepts and relations of the
CloudFNF ontology are discussed in more detail.

5. The proposed CloudFNF ontology

As discussed before, FFs of cloud services and their associated
NFFs can be classified into four categories; O.FFs, S.FFs, DT.NFFs,
and RT.NFFs. Concepts of these four categories are presented in
the following subsections using the graphical description for-
mat, which can show concepts and their relations in a way that
does not require a high experience for understanding the mean-
ing [26]. Graphviz (Graph Visualization software) [18] has been
used to visualize the DOT graphical description language codes,
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which have been exported from Protégé knowledge management
framework that has been used for developing our proposed cloud
ontology. Also, we provide several examples, as possible, to prove
the existence of services that can be classified into these con-
cepts. URLs of these services are collected in Appendix to avoid
dispersion.

5.1. O.FFs concepts

As shown in Fig. 5, the proposed ontology defines eight general
concepts for describing functional features of cloud services pro-
visioned to stakeholders (i.e., individuals or organizations other
than cloud providers). These concepts are as follows:
- Human as a Service (HUaaS) concept describes cloud ser-
vices whose functionalities are impossible to be executed with-
out the human interventions. Each human can use technologies
or tools he/she sees suitable to solve the requested services.
Also, this concept describes cloud services whose functionalities
are responsible for extracting and aggregating information from
humans.
- Information Management (IM) concept describes cloud services
whose functional features are responsible for everything related
to information and data handling, such as storing and analyzing
data, retrieving information, and protecting data.
- Business concept describes cloud services whose functional
features can support several business processes, such as finance,
sales and marketing, shipping, and inventory management.
- Server and Hosting concept describes cloud services whose
functional features provide various types of hosting, such as web
applications hosting, databases hosting, and servers hosting.
- Networking concept describes cloud services whose functional
features provide networking functions, such as the provisioning
of virtual networks, virtual routers, virtual firewalls, intercon-
necting virtual machines (i.e., VMs together or VMs with cloud
storage), and network access control.
- Computing concept describes cloud services whose functional
features provide different types of the computing capabilities,
such as parallel programming, and emulation environments, in
order to solve complex problems.
- Development and Testing concept describes cloud services
whose functional features can support the development lifecy-
cle of applications and services. These features enable devel-
opers to construct and deploy services or applications without
downloading anything to the desktops.
- User Supporting concept describes cloud services whose func-
tionalities enable options that cloud vendors do not provide to
customers for managing services provisioned to them. Maintain-
ing and configuring desktop software and multimedia resources,
assisting organizations and customers on filtering the available
cloud services that involve specific functionalities, and managing
services on multi-cloud systems are examples of the management
options that can be provisioned using functionalities of the User
Supporting concept.

In the following subsections, our general concepts are dis-
cussed in more detail as concepts, categories, subcategories, and
groups, respectively. For further clarification, some commercial
cloud services have been monitored as examples collected in
Appendix: Tables A.1, and A.2.

5.1.1. HUaaS functionalities
As shown in Fig. 6, HUaaS concept involves two main cate-

gories: (1) Crowdsourcing or so-called Human Intelligence Tasks
(HITs), which includes services whose functionalities support the
idea of providing internet marketplaces. In these markets, users
can post jobs, such as selecting the best storefront photograph
among several images, translation from Farsi to English, and

Fig. 5. The eight general concepts of functional features of the offered cloud
services.

Fig. 6. The main categories of HUaaS functionalities.

writing product descriptions. Then, workers in those markets can
browse these jobs and execute them for a cash payment set by
users. Amazon Mechanical Turk, and Upwork FREELANCERS are
examples of HITs. (2) Human Intelligence Aggregation or so-
called Information Aggregation Services (IAS) is another HUaaS
category. It involves services whose functionalities are respon-
sible for extracting and aggregating information from people in
order to predict events or promote popular ideas. Iowa Electronic
Markets is an example of IAS, where the main use is to predict
outcomes from political races and other important events. So,
traders can buy or sell based on these outcomes. Digg is another
IAS example for promoting popular news and capturing snap-
shots of all the web’s hottest streams and news to be presented
in a smart way.

5.1.2. IM functionalities
Data lifecycle encompasses everything related to the data from

the initial creation to the final retirement (i.e., the logistics of
data). It relates to many data fields, such as data governance
(i.e., the followed strategy of data to avoid the business risks of
poor data), business intelligence and analytics, Data security, etc.
IM concept encompasses categories for functionalities related to
the most common among these data fields. As shown in Fig. 7, IM
concept involves three main categories as follows:
(1) Data Governance (DG) category includes services whose func-
tionalities are responsible for achieving integrity, security, avail-
ability, and usability management of data and information. As
shown in Fig. 7, DG has five subcategories as follows:
- Data Migration has services whose functionalities are respon-
sible for transferring data among various storage servers in order
to relocate a data center, maintain servers, or move for the
first time to the cloud technology. Cloudsfer, and Attunity Data
Migration are examples for cloud services that provide such type
of functionalities.
- Data Portability has services whose functionalities are re-
sponsible for transferring data among databases, applications, or
services in different environments. It works with the interop-
erability to support the ability to switch cloud providers and
the free-flow of data without restrictions. For instance, Facebook
users can import contacts from Gmail service. Also, they can
download all of their network content for the offline viewing.
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Fig. 7. The three main categories of Information Management functionalities.

- Data Interoperability has services whose functionalities are
responsible for converting data into a unified format. This en-
ables different systems, applications, or services to exchange data
easily. For instance, working different health information sys-
tems together enables the provisioning of advanced healthcare
services.
- Data and Information Protection includes services whose func-
tionalities are responsible for adding encryption, failover, and
defining legal controls over the access to data sets. This subcat-
egory has three groups; (a) Data Encryption. (b) Information
Assurance (IA) that in turn includes Information Authentication
and Confidentiality group (to ensure that information is accessed
only by those authorized to view it), Information Integrity and
Availability group (to enable Integrity for ensuring that informa-
tion remains safe and no one tampered with it, and to enable
Availability for protecting information against any threat that
could block access to it), and Information Non Repudiation group
(to make sure the completion of an action where no one can
deny doing it as there will be a proof). (c) Persistence Failover
Block Storage that has functionalities to achieve a high level of
availability by transferring the control, in a case of detecting a
fault, to a duplicate system. For example, Azure Data Protection
provides such type of functionalities.
(2) Data Storage (DS) includes service whose functionalities are
responsible for storing and retrieving data. As shown in Fig. 7, DS
has six subcategories:
- File Storage (FS) involves services whose functionalities are
responsible for storing data hierarchically in files and folders.
It represents a great choice for unstructured data. FS includes
Network Attached Storage (NAS), Virtual Machine File System
(VMFS), and Distributed File System (DFS) functionalities. Services
included in NAS provide easy storage management functionalities
for general purposes. Services included in VMFS provide a cluster
file system that facilitates the storage virtualization by partition-
ing physical servers into VMs. DFS is FS, but with data stored
on a server. Services included in DFS allow data sharing among
clients of the server. Examples of providing FS functionalities as
a service are Cloud NAS provisioned by Zadara Storage, VMFS

Datastore provisioned by VMware, and Gladinet Cloud Microsoft
DFS Integration.
- Block Storage (BS) encompasses services whose functionalities
aim to store data into blocks, where files are split into evenly
sized volumes of data without volumes’ metadata. This guaran-
tees more flexibility and better performance, but with more costs
and complexity than FS. Examples of providing BS as a service
are Block Volume functionality provisioned in Oracle Bare Metal
Cloud Service, and by Zadara.

As shown in Fig. 8, BS functionalities can be classified into
three groups; Block Volume (BV), Storage Area Network (SAN),
and Database (DB). Services include in BV has functionalities that
allow the dynamic provisioning and management of block storage
volumes. These services can create, attach, connect and move
volumes as needed to meet customers’ storage and application
requirements. Also, BV functionalities allow using a volume like
a regular hard disk. Zadara Block Volume is an example of services
that provide such type of functionalities.

Services included in SAN provide a fast storage but with
expensive costs. Examples of providing SAN as a service are
Rackspace STORAGE AREA NETWORK, and StorageFOUNDRY’s
On-Premise SAN/NAS-as-a-Service.

Services included in DB support the provisioning of scal-
able and highly available database systems. Functionalities of DB
group can also be classified into SQL Database (SQL-DB) and
NoSQL Database (NoSQL-DB) groups. Functionalities included
in SQL-DB group focus on storing, retrieving, organizing, and
managing data formally using tables, columns, rows, or schema
structures. SQL-DB includes Relational Database (RDB) or so-called
Row-oriented Database, and Column-oriented Database or so-
called Columnar Database (to manage, and store data in tables as
columns instead of rows) functionalities. Azure SQL Database, and
Google Cloud SQL are examples of providing SQL-DB as a service.

The second group refers to No SQL, No Relational, or Not Only
SQL Database. This type of Databases focuses on unstructured
data, which needs more flexibility, scalability, and performance
processing than structured data. Also, it allows functionalities
for Big Data demands. NoSQL-DB, in turn, can be classified into
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Fig. 8. Block Storage functionalities.

three main technologies; (a) Key-Value Database, which provides
real-time data access. (b) Document Database, which provides
functionalities for managing document-oriented information or
semi-structured data (e.g., XML files). It allows to define notations
(i.e., secondary indexes) referring to content of the document.
(c) Graph Database or so-called Graph-oriented Database, which
relies on graph theory to store, retrieve, or manage data repre-
sented as nodes, and edges. It allows for representing complex
graph structures, which is difficult to be done in RDB systems. Or-
acle NoSQL Database, Azure Cosmos DB, MongoDB, and Amazon
DynamoDB are examples of providing NOSQL-DB as a service.
- Object Storage encompasses services whose functionalities are
responsible for storing data completely (i.e., without partitioning)
and metadata in an object with a unique ID. There are no restric-
tions on the type or size of metadata. Storing various types of data
in social networks, Amazon S3, and Object Storage functionality
provisioned in Oracle Bare Metal Cloud Service are examples of
providing such type of functionalities as a service.
- Data Centers include services whose functionalities are respon-
sible for providing off-premises physical data centers and their
facilities to customers, where the whole physical resources of the
data centers are virtualized and delivered as a service (i.e., virtual
data center or so-called software-defined data center). Telefonica
is an example of providing data centers as a service.
- Recovery and Backup includes services whose functionalities
are responsible for providing off-premises storage needed for the
durable backup and recovery processes. Acronis Backup Cloud,
Amazon Backup and Recovery, and Azure Backup are examples
of providing backup and recovery as a service.
- Streaming and Multimedia includes services whose functional-
ities are responsible for storing, editing, encoding, and streaming
multimedia, such as audio, video, and on-demand gaming. Au-
diobox, Spotify, Gamefly, and StreamMyGame are examples of
providing multimedia and streaming as a service.
(3) Data Manipulation and Analysis (D.M.A) includes services
whose functionalities are responsible for data analysis, extract-
ing intelligent insights, and knowledge discovery. Also, it in-
cludes services whose functionalities are responsible for data
transformation, data visualization, and other data manipulation
processes. As shown in Fig. 7, D.M.A has five subcategories; Big
Data Analysis (to analyze extremely large or complex data sets),
Business Intelligence (BI) (to allow data scientists to produce,
assemble, analyze, and visualize business data using technologies,
such as Data Mining, Reporting, Querying, Online Analytical Pro-
cessing, and Online Transactional Processing), Real-time Search
and Analytics Engine, Web Log Analyzer , and other General
Data Analysis. IBM dashDB, Elasticsearch, EventLog Analyzer, and
Google Big Data Analytics are examples of providing D.M.A as a
service.

5.1.3. Business functionalities
As shown in Fig. 9, Business concept involves fourteen main

categories of functionalities:
(1) Business Project Management (BPM) includes services whose
functionalities are responsible for facilitating the production man-
agement of products and projects. BPM has functionalities for the
planning phase to identify the needed tasks, for the execution
phase, for the controlling phase to track the execution progress,
and for the publishing phase. This type of management is a
temporal work that was not executed before. It differs from the
process and operation management, which is a continual man-
agement work. Project management functionalities provisioned
by services Resource Project Management, Stoneseed Project Man-
agement, pmSolutions, and Clarizen Project Management are
examples of providing BPM as a service.
(2) Business Resource Management (BRM) has services whose
functionalities allow organizations to manage (i.e., deploy, allo-
cate, and monitor) their available resources. BRM has a relation
with BPM, because it allows allocating resources estimated in the
planning phase of the project development lifecycle. As shown in
Fig. 9, the BRM category includes four main subcategories:
- Inventory Management , which includes services whose func-
tionalities are responsible for the supervision of goods flow for
having the right quantities in the suitable place at the right time
with the suitable cost. Oracle Inventory Management Cloud is an
example of providing inventory management as a service.
- Production Resource Management includes services whose
functionalities are responsible for the management of inputs used
to produce products or services.
- Asset Management includes services whose functionalities are
responsible for tracking every aspect related to Assets (i.e., IT, Real
Estate, and various securities). This subcategory is responsible for
purchasing, up-keeping, using, and eliminating assets. Function-
alities of the Asset Management are classified into two groups;
(a) Investment Management group that has functionalities for the
management of different securities (e.g., shares and bonds), and
other assets to achieve the investment objectives. (b) IT Asset
Management group that has functionalities for the management
of IT licenses. Sage Business and Resource Management, and Ste-
fanini IT Asset Management are examples of services that provide
such type of functionalities as a service.
- Human Resource Management (HRM), which is also called
Workforce or Labourforce Management, includes services whose
functionalities are responsible for managing Human Resources
(HRs) of an organization automatically. As shown in Fig. 9, HRM
allows the management of Payroll, Recruiting (to attract, select,
and assign appropriate candidates for jobs), Benefits and Admin-
istration (to manage benefits, such as medical insurance, pen-
sion plans, vacation, and maternity leave, for the employees),
and Maintenance and Human Resources Development (i.e., contin-
ual analysis of the employees to assign the suitable training to
promote their experience). BambooHR, Quatrrobss Payroll, and
Oracle HRMS are examples of providing HRM as a service.
(3) Business to Business (B2B) includes services whose func-
tionalities are responsible for enabling organizations to manage
transactions among various businesses, such as purchasing the
raw materials for manufacturing purposes. Axway Cloud B2B
Managed Service, and B2B Managed Services are examples of
providing B2B as a service.
(4) Education and Human Development includes services whose
functionalities are responsible for providing online learning, and
training to various educators and educational institutions. Inven-
sislearning, EDUCAUSE, Oxygenlearning, and tidwit Learning are
examples of providing education and training as a service.
(5) Governance Risk Compliance (GRC) includes services whose
functionalities are responsible for compliance and risk analyt-
ics that discover effective insights and measures. This allows

https://www.elastic.co/products/elasticsearch
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Fig. 9. The fourteen main categories of Business functionalities concept and their related subcategories.

organizations to make the right decisions and managing their
contracts in such a way to achieve the identified objectives
and effectively utilize their resources. GRC aims to synchronize
information across Governance, Risk, and Compliance activities
(i.e., achieving consistency among them) to operate effectively
in the management of costs, risks, and value leakage. ISG Gov-
ernance services and NYSE Governance services are examples of
services that provide the GRC activities as a service.

(6) Productivity, which is also called Office Automation, Office
Suite, Personal Productivity, or Office Productivity, includes ser-
vices whose functionalities are responsible for simplifying and
automating tasks of the office workers in order to increase their
productivity. As shown in Fig. 9, this category has two main
subcategories:
- Enterprise Content Management (ECM) includes services whose
functionalities are responsible for enabling workers to manage
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(i.e., storing, uploading, deleting, editing, and tracking) their elec-
tronic contents (e.g., documents, images audio, video, and
graphics). Functionalities of ECM are classified into; (a) Content
Management System allows workers without technical knowl-
edge to manage contents of a web site. (b) Document Manage-
ment (DM), which is also called Desktop Publishing (DTP) or
Computer-Aided Publishing, focuses only on the management of
electronic documents (e.g., Word docs, Images, Spread Sheets,
Note-taking programs, and presentation programs). (c) Graphic
Suite offers functionalities for graphic and website designers.
For example, ICT.govt.nz, Envato 3D Design and Modeling, and
InfoFort provide ECM functionalities as a service.
- Office Collaboration, which is also called Groupware, or Com-
puter Support Co-operative Work (CSCW), includes services
whose functionalities are responsible for helping workers in-
volved in the same task or project to cooperate and communicate
in order to achieve their common goals. So, Groupware has a
strong relation with BPM. According to Fig. 9, Office Collaboration
subcategory encompasses communication and cooperation func-
tionalities, such as Text Chat, Wiki, Calendaring, Email, VOIP, Book-
marking, Personal Information Manager (i.e., personal organizer
to simplify tracking and recording personal information), and
Social Network Engines (to allow anyone to create or customize
social networking applications, and analyze the data collected
during the communication discussion). Verizon Unified Commu-
nications and Collaboration, Huddle Secure Cloud Collaboration,
and Bizagi Modeler Collaboration are examples of providing office
collaboration functionalities as a service.
(7) Sales and Marketing category includes services whose func-
tionalities are responsible for managing processes related to sales
and marketing. Selling is the final phase of the marketing process,
which aims to increase the number of customers and also to
increase their interactions with the offered goods or services.
Achieving these goals needs to create new sales channels, and use
various promoting methods for attracting new customers to visit
the products or services’ websites or calling the customer service
for more information. As shown in Fig. 9, this category includes
six subcategories:
- Customer service encompasses four groups of functionalities;
(a) Customer Profiles Analysis (to analyze customers’ profiles to
extract their preferences), (b) Mass Customization or so-called
Made to Order (i.e. customers can make orders for products or
services with special features), (c) Help Desk (i.e., customers can
make an automatic inquiry about specific product or service for
more information), and (d) Targeted Advertising .
- Product and Service Offering Management includes services
whose functionalities are responsible for creating levels for the
available goods or services in terms of availability, pricing, re-
sponse time, delivery time, recovery Time, etc.
-Marketing Management includes services whose functionalities
are responsible for many tasks, such as tracking and setting the
price, tracking and assessing sales persons, assessing sales trends,
and analyzing new products and markets.
- Distributed Channels Management includes services whose
functionalities are responsible for the chain management of in-
termediaries until a product or service reached the customer.
- Customer Relationship Management (CRM) or so-called Cus-
tomer Facing Applications includes services whose functionalities
aim to preserve a perfect relationship with current and prospec-
tive customers by ensuring that the available products or services
meet the customer needs. Also, CRM aims to recognize the po-
tential requirements to develop the suitable products or services.
Salesforce Marketing Cloud, Salesforce Sales Cloud, and CPM Sales
and Marketing are examples of services that provide sales and
marketing functionalities as a service.

- Order Management has services whose functionalities are re-
sponsible for dividing the complex orders into sub-orders, achiev-
ing the coordination among these sub-orders to aggregate their
data, dealing with the failure cases, and tracking and managing
the order status. Oracle Order Management is an example of such
services.
(8) Business Intelligence Applications (BIAs) has services whose
functionalities are responsible for providing applications that are
based on the BI mining methods. Oracle BI Applications is an
example of such services.
(9) Financial Management or so-called Accounting Management
includes services whose functionalities allow companies to com-
prehensively monitor, record, analyze, and report their financials
(i.e., income, assets, and costs) for many goals, such as maxi-
mizing profits, and providing tax reports. Quatrrobss Financial
Reporting service is an example of providing such types of func-
tionalities. Financial Management encompasses four groups of
functionalities:
- Financial Budgeting Planning and Forecasting has functionali-
ties for determining the financial goals of a company. It is respon-
sible for forecasting the financial expectations and outcomes from
the historical data.
- Payment Management has functionalities for the management
of Billing (creating bills according to the pricing plan), Clearing
and Settlement (the management of transferring money from
buyer to seller), Metering (pay per use), Pricing and Rating (inter-
preting metering data into bills based on the pricing plan), and
Accounts Payable and Receivable (refers to amounts of debts and
financial dues). Quatrrobss Accounts Receivable, and Quatrrobss
Accounts Payable are examples of providing Accounts Receivable,
and Accounts Payable functionalities, respectively as a services.
- Financial Controls group has functionalities that are responsible
for defining the policies and procedures followed by organiza-
tions to track, manage, and report their financial resources and
transactions. Functionalities of this group can be classified into
four groups; (a) Auditing (examination to ensure compliance
to requirements). (b) Budgetary Controls (fin relation between
income and expenditure). (c) Profitability Analysis and Cost Con-
trols (identifying expenses and comparing results with budget
expectations to increase profits by taking management actions
if the actual costs are higher). (d) Analysis of Financial Health
(identifying amount of savings, assets, and income).
- General Ledger (GL) group has functionalities that allow track-
ing and recording financial transactions chronologically. PAY-
CHEX General Ledger is an example of providing such type of
functionalities as a service.

As shown in Fig. 9, the Financial Management business cat-
egory has a strong relation with the Investment Management
functionalities, which is a subclass of the Asset Management,
where events triggered by the Investment functionalities should
be tracked by the Financial Management functionalities.
(10) Process and Operation Management (P.O.M) includes ser-
vices whose functionalities concentrate on tracking the workflow
of business processes to successfully transform the inputs into
products or services in a manner that satisfies the customer
needs. P.O.M encompasses four groups of functionalities:
- Quality Control (QC) has functionalities for examining a sam-
ple of products against the predefined specifications. Also, QC
encompasses Reporting and Auditing functionalities that are re-
sponsible for auditing, assessing, and asserting the provisioned
products or services and providing periodic reports.
- Contracts and Agreement Management has functionalities for
managing the SLA negotiations with customers. Also, this group
of functionalities is responsible for monitoring all the operational
contracts to ensure that they are appropriate and adhere the
quality parameters. This group has a relation with the GRC busi-
ness category. All functionalities included by the Contracts and
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Agreement Management should be involved by the GRC to allow
companies manage their contracts in such a way that effectively
utilizes their resources.
- Production Planning has functionalities for scheduling and al-
locating manufacturing modules, such as workers, raw materials,
and resources, to achieve customer needs.
- Automatic Work Design and Manufacturing has functional-
ities that are classified into three groups: (a) Commuter Aided
Design has functionalities for designing documents automati-
cally instead of manually. (b) Computer Aided Manufacturing
has functionalities to facilitate and automate the manufacturing
processes. (c) Computer Integrated Manufacturing has func-
tionalities to control the entire production process, where the
integration allows individual processes to share information with
each other.

Although the Inventory Management functionalities subcate-
gory is a subclass of the Business Resource Management category, it
has a relation with the P.O.M business category. Events triggered
by the Inventory Management functionalities should be supervised
by the P.O.M functionalities as moving goods and services in and
out of the inventory is one of the daily business processes.
(11) Transaction Processing Systems (T.P.S) includes services
whose functionalities are responsible for tracking and recording
data related to the occurrence of every business event. T.P.S is
the basis of all information systems. This explains the existence
of relationships between the T.P.S and other business function-
alities. For instance, the T.P.S category has functionalities that
are responsible for tracking events triggered by functionalities
of Inventory Management , Payroll, Order Management , General
Ledger (GL), Accounts Payable and Receivable, and Reporting
and Auditing subcategories.
(12) Supply Chain Management (SCM) and P.O.M are closely
linked together. The main major variation between both is that
SCM focuses upon what happens outside the workplace, such
as obtaining raw materials, and delivering goods or services.
While P.O.M focuses upon what happens inside the workplace as
discussed before. SCM has two subcategories of functionalities:
- Enterprise and Inter-Organization System (IOS) has function-
alities to enable the flow and interchange of data automati-
cally among an organization’s branches, as well as between the
organization and suppliers.
- Logistics Operations includes functionalities to plan, execute,
and govern the flow (e.g. booking, purchasing, and shipping) of
products, or services between two points (the origin and the
consumption points). Netsuite SCM, Cloud Logistics, and Oracle
Logistics Cloud are examples of providing SCM functionalities as
a service.
(13) Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) has integrated function-
alities from the core business applications; (a) Financial Manage-
ment. (b) HRM . (c) Sales and Marketing . Invensis Finance and
Accounting, Quatrrobss Finance and Accounting, Netsuite ERP,
and Oracle Cloud ERP are examples of providing ERP function-
alities as a service.
(14) Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) includes services
whose functionalities allow the intercommunication among dif-
ferent business applications (i.e., BIAs, CRM, ERP, and SCM). This
simplifies and automates data transformation among different
types of business operations without plus changes, therefore
achieving a real time information access. Cognizant EAI is an
example of providing EAI as a service.

5.1.4. Server and hosting functionalities
As shown in Fig. 10, Server and Hosting concept involves

services whose functionalities are classified into five main cat-
egories:
(1) Dedicated Managed Hosting, which is so-called Dedicated
Server or Standard Server, includes functionalities that allow

Fig. 10. The five main functionalities of Server and Hosting concept.

customers to hire a complete server with no share. This achieves
a high level of flexibility, because organizations obtain a full
control over the rented server. Rackspace Dedicated Hosting, and
Inmotionhosting Dedicated Servers are examples of providing
such type of functionalities as a service.
(2) Hybrid Managed Hosting or so-called Complex Server pro-
vides customers with a mix of physical and virtual hosting func-
tionalities. The main variation to the Dedicated Hosting is that
providers have control over most of the management processes.
Tsohost Complex Hosting, and Codero Hybrid Hosting are exam-
ples of providing such type of functionalities as a service.

This category includes other types of hosting; Mail Hosting
(e.g., Liquidweb Mail Hosting), DNS Hosting (e.g., Azure DNS, and
Google Cloud DNS), Game Servers (e.g., OVH Game, and Nvidia
Cloud Gaming), Proxy Server (e.g., Virtela Web Proxy), and File
Hosting (e.g., Smartfile Secure File Sharing & Transfer).
(3) Web Hosting or so-called Shared Hosting includes function-
alities that enable the residence of many websites on one server,
where the up-keeping costs are distributed over many customers.
Tsohost Web Hosting, and Hostgator Web Hosting are examples
of providing web hosting functionalities as a service.
(4) Database Hosting provides functionalities to enable databases
hosting. Any host can run web, mail, or file sharing servers. But,
this is different in case of hosting databases, because they need
specific hardware and software capabilities and specific config-
urations in order to run successfully. For instance, DB hosting
needs the activation of the RAID levels for high performance, re-
silience, and backup properties. Liquidweb Database Hosting, and
Rackspace Database are examples of providing DB functionalities
as a service.

5.1.5. Networking functionalities
As shown in Fig. 11, functionalities involved in the Networking

concept are classified into five main categories:
(1) Site-To-Site-Connect category has services whose functional-
ities enable organizations to extend their on-premise networks to
their allocated Compute zones on a cloud. This category involves
two subcategories; Site to Site Virtual Private Network (VPN) to
achieve such extension in a secure manner, and Site to Site Fast
Connect to provide a high bandwidth between organizations’ data
centers and their Compute zones on clouds. For instance, Oracle
Network cloud services offer such type of functionalities.
(2) Network Function Virtualization (NFV) provides a set of
functionalities, which can separate operations of networks from
a hardware manner to be provisioned in a virtualization manner.
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Fig. 11. The five main functionalities of the Networking concept.

NFV allows the deployment of the entire network node opera-
tions into virtualized building blocks, which can communicate
together. Nokia NFV, and Verizonenterprise NFV are examples of
providing such type of functionalities as a service.
(3) Next Generation Networks (NGN) encompasses functional-
ities that provide new emerging network technologies, such as
telecommunication with QoS-enabled transport technologies, to
transport various types of traffics (e.g., voice, video, data and sig-
naling). kpn Next Generation Network is an example of providing
such type of functionalities as a service.
(4) Network Administration, or so-called Network Configuration
and Management, includes functionalities ranging from IP des-
ignation to the construction of Virtual networks. It encompasses
seven subcategories:
- Gateway functionalities are responsible for management, con-
figuration, and detection of network devices. Sophos Web Gate-
way, and Mcafee Web Gateway are examples of providing
Gateway as a service.
- Network Performance functionalities are responsible for the en-
hancement of networks performance. It includes Content Delivery
Network (CDN) to deliver web contents to customers geograph-
ically, Network Caching to store repeatedly accessed informa-
tion geographically close to their requesters, and Network Audit
(i.e., monitoring, gathering, and analyzing measures for checking
and predicting the health of networks). Azure CDN, Cloudflare
CDN, and Capita Network Audit are examples of providing such
types of functionalities as a service.
- Network Security subcategory provides a set of protection pro-
cedures for avoiding threats against networks, such as forbidden
access, modification, and destruction. The presented Function-
alities for this objective include Firewalls, Intrusion Detection

(for malicious and violations activities), and Out Of Band Man-
agement to enable admins to manage their networks through
dedicated and independent channels. Also, this subcategory has
a relation with the Proxy Server or so-called App-level Gateway,
which belongs to the Server and Hosting main concept. As shown
in Fig. 11, the Proxy Server functionalities are involved by the
Network Security to prevent the direct access among networks
and achieve more performance capabilities by implementing the
caching processes. Qualys Network Security and DTS-Solution
Network Security Audit are examples of providing Network Se-
curity as a service.
- Network Strategy and Planning provides functionalities to
build and design strategic diagrams effectively for network infras-
tructure according to demands for the best networking. Harvard
Network Strategic Lifecycle Planning is an example of providing
such type of functionalities as a service.
- Routing Policy presents functionalities to configure, manage,
and apply the flow of routing packets based on previously defined
policies and mechanisms.
- Traffic Manager provides functionalities for controlling, analyz-
ing, and measuring the network traffic. Azure Traffic Manager is
an example of providing such type of functionalities a service.
(5) Network Assistance Tools category includes a set of sup-
porting and helpful networking functionalities, such as Black List
Checker, Brand Reputation, DNS Look-Up, Network Map, and
Subnet Calculator. UKfast DNS RESOURCE CENTRE, Azure Service
Map, and Proservis Subnets Calculator are examples of providing
such types of functionalities as a service.
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Fig. 12. The three main functionalities related to Computing concept.

5.1.6. Computing functionalities
As shown in Fig. 12, Computing concept involves two main

categories:
(1) Clustering and Parallel Computing, which is so-called Dis-
tributed Computing, Compute Engine, High Performance Comput-
ing, or in-memory cluster computing, allows customers to run
workloads, and solve complex problems by allocating a set of vir-
tual machines to work as a computing cluster. AWS HPC, Google
Cloud Compute Engine, and Mathworks Parallel Computing on
Cloud are examples of providing such type of functionalities as
a service.
(2) Testing Emulation Environment offers emulation capabili-
ties for application testing purposes. Google Cloud Emulator is an
example of providing such type of functionalities as a service.

5.1.7. Development and testing functionalities
As shown in Fig. 13, Development and Texting concept in-

volves three main categories:
(1) Application Design and Modeling includes functionalities
that automate processes of the designing and modeling phase,
where project’s timeline and required resources will be pre-
dicted. Functionalities of this category are divided into three
subcategories:
- Database Modeling subcategory has services whose function-
alities allow the creation of a DB model (e.g., the creation of the
entity-relationship diagram among tables). This model is consid-
ered one of the main requirements to develop data-driven appli-
cations. Egbsystems Data Modeling, Salesforce Data Model, and
Modular Application Design are examples of providing Database
Modeling as a service.
- System Design subcategory allows describing components, in-
terfaces, data, and operations of application required to be de-
veloped by using appropriate design techniques, such as UML
language. Envato App Design is an example of providing System
Design as a service.
- Web Design subcategory includes functionalities for web graph-
ics, and interface design of websites.
(2) Applications Development includes functionalities that al-
low developers to online build software applications and cloud
services. As shown in Fig. 13, it has eight subcategories for the
development process:
- Micro Services or so-called Composite Services includes func-
tionalities that enable developers to build applications or ser-
vices as loosely coupled single-purpose services. For example,
microservices On Google App Engine, and Azure Service Fabric
services provide such type of functionalities as a service.
- Cognitive Applications provides functionalities for developing
AI applications or services that implement the human tasks. For

example, Azure cognitive services and IBM cognitive computing
provides such type of functionalities as a service.
- Cloud Integration has functionalities that allow organizations to
move or extend their on-premise IT applications or data sources
to their cloud computing zones without the need to a
re-architecting process. This allows organizations to grow their
on-premise applications without additional IT infrastructure.
Cloud Integration functionalities combine all these applications,
cloud services, or data sources and publish APIs to be consumed
by developers and business partners. This facilitates the de-
velopment of integrated projects related to mobile, cloud, and
IOT. For instance, Akana Cloud Integration Gateway, AWS Elastic
Beanstalk, and Jitterbit CLoud Integration provide such type of
functionalities as a service.
- Cloud Abstraction provides a set of independent cloud provider
libraries, which allows the avoidance of cloud provider lock-
in problem, and allows developing multi-cloud applications. For
instance, MODAClouds project provides an open source Inte-
grated Development Environment and a run-time environment
for the design, code generation, and deployment of applications
or services on multi-Clouds. Also, Cloud Provider Independent
Model (CPIM) project presents a cloud abstraction library that
supports platforms, such as Amazon S3, Microsoft Azure, Google
AppEngine, Google Bigtables [16], JDBC [39], and Cassandra [12].
- Development Stacks or so-called General Purpose Application
Development subcategory provides entire development stacks
for quick building of web applications. Such stacks encompass
the integration of DB, runtime environment, and the supporting
services. For instance, Django provides a free Python application
framework for developing websites from a predefined set of
components, such as user access control, a control panel, forms,
upload files, etc.
- Plugging , which is so-called Plugins Development or so-called
Add-ons, subcategory includes functionalities for building new
components. These components can be attached to an existing
customizable application for enhancing its functionalities with
a new one. For instance, Cloudify plugins allows developers to
create their own Python plugins. Also, Brightcove Player provides
such type of functionalities.
- Collaborative Software Development has functionalities that
allow stakeholders of a software project to work together (re-
gardless their lodging or time zones) on a collaborative platform
for creating applications in specific development styles (e.g., Agile
and Iterative styles). This optimizes and accelerates the software
development lifecycle and the team collaboration, as it helps
link information together to facilitate processes, such as extract-
ing insights and forecasting users’ behavior. CollabNet Collabo-
rative Software Development, and CloudWatchHUB CloudTeams
are examples of providing a collaborative software development
framework as a service.
- Integrated Development Environment (IDE) subcategory has
services whose functionalities provide a complete environment
for applications or services development, testing, and deploy-
ment. This subcategory allows developers to configure the IDE
for a specific programming language and for a specific OS among
a list of available ones, to develop a specific type of applica-
tions or services (e.g., web, desktop, and mobile). Also, it allows
developers to develop composite services using specific integra-
tion components. Microsoft Visual Studio IDE, CodeLite IDE, and
Eclipse IDE are examples of providing the IDE functionalities as a
service.

IDE functionalities are classified into six groups; (a) Code
Management group that provides functionalities for Code Editing,
Compiling, and Debugging. Also, it provides Profiling tools for
measuring space and time complexity. (b) Programming Models
has functionalities for implementing different styles of program-
ming, such as POSIX Threads, MPI, and MapReduce programming,
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Fig. 13. The three main categories of the Development and Testing functionalities.

where an outside execution model is necessary to be invoked by
using related libraries. (c) Software Development Kit (SDK) or
so-called devkit group has functionalities that provide the main
building blocks (e.g., libs, header files, and debuggers) that allow
building applications or services for a specific OS or Hardware
platform. (d) Software Integration or so-called Service Orches-
tration group has Integration Components functionalities to merge
two or more components, services, or applications (e.g., BI, DB,
Real-time Search or Data Security) into a new large one to achieve
a specific goal. Also, this group provides Middleware function-
alities that allow data from an application to be accessed from
another one using data translation techniques. (e) Cache pro-
vides developers with the ability to enhance their applications’
performance by storing repeated or complex results of old re-
quests temporarily in memory to speed up the response process
of new requests. (f) Application Programming Interface (API)
group includes functionalities that provide developers with the
ability to send HTTP requests from clients to server, to exchange
XML-based messages among applications using Simple Object Ac-
cess Protocol (SOAP), and to build Representational State Transfer
(RESTful) services.
(3) Applications Deployment category includes functionalities
that provide two types of Roles (i.e., a collection of load balanced
and managed VMs that work together to run the developed
applications or services); (a) Web Role includes functionalities to
run and deploy applications or services, which require Internet
Information Services (IIS). (b) Worker Role includes functional-
ities to run and deploy applications or services, which do not
require IIS. Azure App Service Deployment, and AWS CodeDeploy
are examples of providing such type of functionalities as a service.

As shown in Fig. 13, the Development and Testing concept
has a relation with the Testing Emulation Environment that is a
subclass of the Computing concept. Functionalities of this subclass
are involved by the Development and Testing for testing the
developed applications or services.

5.1.8. User supporting functionalities
As shown in Fig. 14, User Supporting concept involves four

categories:
(1) Cloud Broker or so-called Brokerage category that provides
functionalities for planning and managing cloud services on more

than one cloud provider. For instance, Okta Single Sign On
provides the customers with the ability to access all of their ap-
plications or services with a single set of login credentials. Func-
tionalities of this category are divided into three subcategories;
Aggregation or Broker Service Composition (to allow the combi-
nation of existing services from specific vendors into a new one),
Arbitrage (to provide Aggregation functionalities with flexibility
of selecting services from various vendors), and Intermediation
(to improve specific capabilities, such as security and perfor-
mance, to enhance the quality of the published services). IBM
Cloud Brokerage, and Jamcracker Cloud Services Broker are ex-
amples of providing cloud brokerage functionalities as a service.
(2) Cloud Service Discovery (CSD) includes functionalities that
provide organizations with a proper ranking of the available
cloud services, which their functionalities can satisfy the de-
sired objectives. Pivotal Service Register, Microservices Client Side
Discovery, Service Discovery and Configuration on Google Cloud
Platform, and SmartStack are examples of providing such type of
functionalities as a service.
(3) Service Management Capabilities includes functionalities for
managing cloud services by offering specific management capa-
bilities that are not provisioned by vendors of these services. App-
neta, and Alemba Service Management are examples of providing
such type of functionalities as a service.
(4) System Administration or so-called Sysadmin includes func-
tionalities for the management, maintenance, and configuration
of computer systems (e.g., multi-user computers or so-called
servers). It includes functionalities for managing OS and computer
performance, Monitoring, and Backup. Securemin System Admin-
istration, and Abtechtechnologies Remote System Administration
are examples of providing such type of functionalities as a service.

5.2. S.FFs concepts

Services with S.FFs or so-called Cloud Management Services
(CMS) are offered by the large public cloud providers to small
cloud providers (partners) for complementing their comprehen-
sive CMS. Also, CMS are offered to enterprises for integrating their
IT infrastructure and on-premises management tools with their
cloud zones to unlock their significant workloads at scale. CMS
may operate via APIs to achieve such integration. Therefore, all
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resources will become part of enterprises’ private address space.
All resources can be accessed by on-premises applications, and
middleware via VPN.

CMS has functionalities to automate the common manage-
ment activities (e.g., monitoring, integration, security, backup,
migration, provisioning, run, and support enterprises’ infrastruc-
ture), and also to increase the efficiency of the provisioned ser-
vices to customers by reducing the operational overhead and risk.
Currently, these types of functionalities are not common enough,
where the most critical ones for enterprises are only exist. AWS
Managed Services, AWS Managed Service Provider (MSP), Sci-
enceSoft Cloud Infrastructure Management, and ITSM Consulting
Services are examples of providing the S.FFs as a service.

As shown in Fig. 15, the structure of our proposed CloudFNF
ontology defines two general concepts for describing the func-
tional features of the CMS; Cloud Business Support and Cloud
Operational Support concepts.

5.2.1. Cloud business support functionalities
If cloud services are treated as products and cloud vendors

as companies, several Business functionalities related to the OFFs
can support cloud providers to manage their business processes.
This explains the existence of five categories of the concept
‘‘OFFs: Business’’ (i.e., Product and Service Offering Management,
Payment Management, Asset Management, CRM, and Order Man-
agement) that can support the cloud owners to manage their
business operations related to their clouds’ infrastructure and
their services provisioned to customers (see Fig. 15).

5.2.2. Operational support functionalities
As shown in Fig. 15, functionalities of the Cloud Operational

Support concept are classified into two main categories; System
Management, and Service Management. Cloud owners depend on
these functionalities to run and manage their IT assets or their
services provisioned to customers.

5.2.2.1. System management functionalities. The System Manage-
ment category encompasses functionalities that enable cloud
providers or cloud-based enterprises to manage the performance
of their IT assets operations. As shown in Fig. 16, this category
encompasses six subcategories:
(1) Movement and Interconnection subcategory that has func-
tionalities to support cloud providers with the ability to allow
different systems, applications, services, or databases on the same
or different environments to interact together. This subcategory
includes four groups:
- Interoperability group to allow providers to enable real-time
data exchange among different systems using APIs without using
a middleware.
- Integration group to allow providers to enable different applica-
tions or services to be connected, where data from an application
can be accessed by another using a middleware. This group can be
classified into two subgroups; Data Integration (joining informa-
tion for a unified view of data), and Application Integration (for
sharing information among applications).
- Portability group to allow providers to enable running a specific
system or component on various environments correctly.
- Migration group to allow providers to enable the migration of
data, applications, services, or VM images among cloud providers.
Functionalities of the Portability group have a great impact on the
success of the migration processes.

As shown in Figs. 7 and 16, Data Interoperability, Data Porta-
bility, and Data Migration, which are discussed before as sub-
categories of ‘‘OFFs: Information Management: Data Governance’’,
can be considered as subgroups of Interoperability, Portability, and
Migration groups, respectively, because functionalities of these
subgroups can provide a type of operational support for cloud

Fig. 14. The four functionalities, which can be provisioned to support customers.

Fig. 15. The two main concepts of the cloud management functionalities and
the five main categories of the Business Support functionalities.

vendors to manage movement and exchange of data stored on
their clouds.
(2) Network Administration subcategory; If cloud computing
is treated as a management system for a network of resources,
functionalities related to category "OFFs: Networking: Network
Administration" that are discussed before can support the man-
agement of cloud systems (see Figs. 11 and 16). So, this category
can be considered as a subcategory of ‘‘SFFs: Operational Support:
System Management’’.
(3) Application Management subcategory has functionalities
that allow managing, maintaining, and upgrading applications
installed and used on clouds to achieve the optimal performance.
(4) Infrastructure Management subcategory has functionalities
that can be used to create, and manage cloud systems. Also,
they support the management of the provisioning process of
services. Functionalities of this subcategory can be classified into
two groups:
- Cloud Formation group that allows a collection of resources
to be created, managed, or updated, easily by using predefined
templates and in a predictable manner.
- Computational Resource Management group includes func-
tionalities to allowMonitoring , Scaling , and Allocating resources.
Also, this group of functionalities allows the Rapid Provisioning
of VMs by exploiting the SAN advantages for cloning new VMs
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Fig. 16. The main functionalities subcategories of the System Management concept.

without copying VMs over networks. In addition, this group
supports clouds with other capabilities, such as Workload Distri-
bution, Scheduling Management, and Image Lifecycle Management

that allows the creation and deployment of VM images. Instances
of these images can be scaled or configured with an appropriate
OS, software, and CPU architecture to be launched.
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(5) Virtualization Management subcategory has functionalities
combined with technologies to support clouds to control the
virtualized infrastructure.
(6) QoS Management subcategory has functionalities that sup-
port cloud owners to measure the entire performance of their
systems. It can be classified into five groups:
- Security and Entitlement (SE) group that has functionalities
related to protecting and managing the access to the cloud re-
sources (e.g., data, services, systems, and applications). As shown
in Fig. 16, the SE group involves five subgroups:

(a) Data and Information Protection subgroup, which was dis-
cussed before as a subcategory of ‘‘OFFs: Information
Management: Data Governance’’, can provide a type of
operational support for cloud vendors to manage security
of their data (see Figs. 7 and 16). Symantec Information
Protection and Teradata Information Security are examples
of providing such type of functionalities.

(b) Entitlement Management subgroup provides functionalities
for controlling the access entitlements. This subgroup is
classified into; Privacy and End User Lockdowns (to ren-
der some settings visible or changeable to customers, and
hide other settings or render them unchangeable). Azure
Multi-Factor Authentication, and AWS IAM are examples
of providing such type of functionalities.

(c) Security Event Management (SEM) provides functionali-
ties that automate the operation of monitoring, collecting,
analyzing, recognizing, evaluating, and reporting security-
related events to avoid or alleviate potential threats. Alien-
vault USM is an example of providing such type of
functionalities.

(d) Threat and Vulnerability Management subgroup presents
a set of functionalities for computer or system security,
such as malware and virus scanning, system firewalls, and
system intrusion detection. Proofpoint EMAIL, SOCIAL AND
MOBILE SECURITY is an example of providing such type of
functionalities.

(e) Network Security, which was discussed before as a sub-
category of ‘‘OFFs: Networking: Network Administration’’,
can be considered as a subgroup of SE. This subgroup has
functionalities that can be involved by the SE group (see
Figs. 11 and 15).

- Scalability Management group has functionalities that are re-
sponsible for managing the increased demands of the adaptable
systems.
- Reliability Management group has functionalities to make sure
that the cloud components entirely perform their jobs under
specific conditions for a specified time.
- Performance Management group has functionalities to contin-
uously track specific metrics, such as the accuracy, completeness,
cost, and speed, in order to identify the required improvements.
- Availability Management group has functionalities for Data
Resiliency (i.e., the ability to continue working even when failure
occurs or recover quickly using backup copies). Also, functional-
ities of Persistence Failover Block Storage, which are discussed
before as a group of the Data and Information Protection, can also
be involved by the Availability Management group.

5.2.2.2. Service management functionalities. Service Management
category encompasses functionalities that enable cloud providers
to manage the delivery of services to customers, and to track the
continual improvement of these services. As shown in Fig. 17,
functionalities of this category are classified into five subcate-
gories:
(1) Strategy Management subcategory includes functionalities
to ensure that cloud vendor has a good mix of services, which
matches the customer requirements and identifies the prospec-
tive needs. This subcategory contains Service Portfolio Manage-
ment group of functionalities that are responsible for maintaining
what services are being delivered, what are not delivered yet, and
what are no longer being delivered to customers. Also, as shown
in Fig. 15, functionalities of the group ‘‘Demand Management ’’,
which was discussed before as a subclass of CRM, are tracked
by the Strategy Management to identify, comprehend, and expect
customer demands for services.
(2) Design Service Management subcategory includes function-
alities that can support providers to design new services or to
define the needed improvements to the existing ones. This sub-
category has six groups:

- Capacity Management group has functionalities to make sure
that the available capacity and IT infrastructure enable the
requested or possible requested services to be delivered at an
appropriate time and cost. So, events triggered by the Capacity
Management functionalities are also tracked by the Strategy
Management to make sure that the available capacity of cloud
resources is adequate to meet the potential demands (see
Fig. 17).

- Risk and Service Continuity Management group has function-
alities to identify and assess risks, which could impact services,
and manage them by mitigating their impact from disastrous
to acceptable.

- Information Security Management group has functionalities
that are responsible for defining and maintaining policies to
ensure the security, privacy, safety, and availability of services,
and information.

- Contracts and Agreement Management group has functionali-
ties to monitor and maintain the adherence to the agreed terms
of SLAs during the design of new services or applications.

- Supplier Management group has functionalities to guarantee
that all agreements with the other providers supply the re-
quired demands. This occurs only when providing dependent
services, which their objectives are based on one or more
components from other providers.

- Service Delivery Catalog group or so-called Service Catalogue
Management, which was discussed before as a subcategory
of ‘‘OFFs: Business: Sales and Marketing: Product and Service
Offering Management’’, has functionalities, where their events
should be supervised by all functionalities of the Design Service
Management to maintain the published service catalog holds
accurate information about all the available services (especially
in case of improving services) (see Fig. 15).

(3) Service Transition Management subcategory includes func-
tionalities that support providers to create and publish services,
as well as, to ensure that the improvements to the existing
services are executed in a harmonious way. This subcategory
contains seven groups of functionalities:

- Transition Planning group has functionalities to allocate re-
sources needed to publish new or modified services according
to the anticipated cost, time, and quality.

- Change Management and Evaluation group has functionalities
to track the lifecycle of all the improvements and to assess
them.
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Fig. 17. The main functionalities subcategories of the Service Management concept.

- Application Development group has functionalities to develop
and maintain applications needed to provide functionalities of
the new services.

- Release and Deployment Management group has function-
alities to plan and manage the transition of releases to the
experimental environment before moving them to the real
environment.

- Service Validation and Testing group has functionalities to
make sure that the results of the published releases match the
customer expectations.

- Design Coordination group has functionalities to make sure
the consistency of the deployed releases with other compo-
nents (e.g., technologies, architectures, and information man-
agement systems).

- Configuration Information Management group has function-
alities to enable providers to maintain information about con-
figurations needed to deploy releases.

(4) Service Operation Management subcategory includes func-
tionalities to make sure that services are provisioned to
customers efficiently. This subcategory has seven groups of func-
tionalities:

- IT Operations Control group has functionalities to imple-
ment routine operations related to services and their at-
tached resources (e.g., monitoring and reporting the
contracted Key Performance Indicators with customers,

backup and restore, job scheduling, and maintenance). Ac-
cording to Fig. 16, this group has also a relation with ‘‘SFFs:
Cloud Operational Support: System Management: Compu-
tational Resource Management: Monitoring and Reporting’’,
where functionalities’ outcomes related to the group ‘‘Mon-
itoring and Reporting’’ should be tracked by functionalities
of the group ‘‘IT Operations Control’’.

- Service Request Management or so-called Request Fulfill-
ment group has functionalities to accomplish requests of a
service. These requests are usually minor changes. Function-
alities of this group are classified into two subgroups:

a. Automation and Configuration Management sub-
group enables providers to automate the configura-
tion process of their services. Functionalities of this
subgroup are classified into:

■ Service Automation Management functionali-
ties enable customers to request, create, deploy,
manage, and terminate cloud services automat-
ically without any intervention from the service
provider.

■ Configuration Management functionalities en-
able providers to adjust performance, options,
and attributes of their services to be consistent
with the customer needs.

b. Request Fulfillment subgroup has functionalities to
apply the requested configurations.
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- Monitoring and Event Management group has functional-
ities for monitoring and categorizing events to make the
correct actions.

- Incident Management group has functionalities for the as-
surance of coming back to work quickly as possible.

- Problem Management group has functionalities to avoid
incidents occur or mitigate their impact.

According to Fig. 16, functionalities of ‘‘Monitoring and Event
Management’’, ‘‘Incident Management’’, and ‘‘Problem Manage-
ment’’ groups are also involved by the group ‘‘SFFs: Cloud Opera-
tional Support: System Management: QoS Management:
Availability Management’’ to maintain the availability character-
istic of cloud computing.
- Identity and Access Management (IAM) or so-called Autho-
rization and Access Control group has functionalities to ensure
that services or their related information are only accessed by
those authorized to access them. According to Fig. 16, this group
has a synonym relation with ‘‘OFFs: Information Management:
Data Governance: Data and Information Protection: Information
Assurance: Information Authentication and Confidentiality’’. Also,
the functionalities of the IAM group are involved by the subgroup
‘‘SE: Entitlement Management’’.
- Service Assurance (SA) group has functionalities to perform
operations, such as Quality Assurance for ensuring that the under
development services match the identified requirements. Also,
functionalities of ‘‘Quality Control’’ and ‘‘Contracts and Agree-
ment Management’’, which are subcategories of ‘‘OFFs: Business:
Process and Operation Management’’, can provide a type of opera-
tional support for providers to ensure that the developed services
adhere to the specified and agreed upon criteria (see Fig. 16). In
turn, this participates in enhancing performance and increasing
customer satisfaction.
(5) Continual Service Improvement (CSI) or so-called Auditing
and Assessment subcategory includes functionalities that sup-
port cloud providers to learn from previous successes and fail-
ures to refine quality of the delivered services continually. This
subcategory contains six groups:
- Service Review to monitor services and infrastructure regularly.
- Assessment or so-called Evaluation to assess specific qual-
ity indicators, such as Security and Privacy, Performance, and
Resiliency Compliance (to assess the dependability and fault
recovery for measuring the efficiency degree of working under
different troubles), by holding different audits, reviews, and
benchmarks.
- Reporting and Auditing , which was discussed before as a group
of ‘‘QC’’, has a support relation with the CSI.
- Governance or so-called Compliance Analysis, which was dis-
cussed before as a subcategory of ‘‘OFFs: Business: GRC’’, can also
be considered as a group of ‘‘CSI’’ as it can provide a type of
support to providers to obtain insights from agreement analysis
(see Fig. 17).
- Definition of CSI Initiatives define a set of initiatives (according
to the outcomes of Service Review, Governance, and Assessment
phases) to refine services.
- Monitoring of CSI Initiatives make sure that the defined initia-
tives are going on as planned.

5.3. DT.NFFs concepts

Each of the FFs has its own specific configuration parameters
(DT.NFFs). Cloud providers offer these parameters at competitive
prices. So, customers can rank cloud services of the same func-
tional features using DT.NFFs related to these features. In this
work, we have collected DT.NFFs shared among the most ontolo-
gies that are interested in representing the NFFs of the cloud

services and from the most popular cloud providers; Amazon,
Oracle, Microsoft Azure, Google, SalesForce, and Rackspace.

Each of FFs has DT.NFFs that can be classified into two sets;
common and exclusive features. The common set includes pa-
rameters associated to the most FFs. As shown in Fig. 18, this
set encompasses twelve parameters; Number of Instances, Type
of Instance (RAM size and CPU properties), Data Storage (disk
space and disk transfer rate), Load Balancing Support (support-
ive using hardware or software techniques, or not supportive),
Network Traffic (incoming and outgoing gigabytes transferred per
month, or day), Enhanced Performance (supportive using specific
hardware resources, such as using SSD instead of HDD for data
storage, large number of CPU cores, and large amount of RAM
size, or not supportive), Volume of Data (amount of gigabytes
loaded, processed, migrated, analyzed, collected, streamed, or
stored per year, month, day, or hour), Number of Users , Auto
Scale (supportive or not), Data Center Location (Africa, Asia, Eu-
rope UK, Middle East, etc.), Provider (AWS, Azure, Google, etc.),
and Instance Running Time (prices for use time of an instance
corresponding to the instance’s configurations, and charges for
setup or activation time).

Due to the large number of FFs, the DT.NFFs associated to the
most popular functionalities of cloud services are presented as
follows:
(1) HUaaS Configuration Parameters

As shown in Fig. 19, there are three configuration parameters
that can be associated with all functional features of the HuaaS
general concept. These parameters include Number of Assign-
ments assigned to a worker, Paid Fee, and Paid Amount for the
Worker.
(2) IM Configuration Parameters

According to our survey on the most popular cloud providers,
the most common IM FFs and their associated DT.NFFs are as
follows (see Fig. 20):
- SQL-DB FFs have ten configuration parameters; Threat Alerts
(supportive or not), VM Migration (support migrating a database
to other VMs without changing applications, or not), and Purpose
(for general purposes, or for business purposes2). The remaining
parameters, such as Data Storage (for storing database records
and backups), and Number of Instances (for distributed SQL DBs)
have been mentioned before as common parameters.
- NoSQL-DB FFs have three parameters; Number of Instances
(big data are parallel processed using many instances/VMs), Data
Storage, and Location. These parameters have been mentioned
before as common parameters.
- Streaming and Multimedia FFs have four parameters; Data Re-
dundancy (Supportive or not), Quantity of Operations (i.e., read,
write, delete, etc.), Data Storage (storage for streaming and multi-
media data files, storage nearline for backups, storage coldline for
frequently data, and storage for data redundancy if supported),
and Volume of Data (amount of gigabytes stored per year, month,
or day). The last two parameters have been mention before as
common parameters.
- Business Intelligence FFs (BI FFs) have three parameters; Predic-
tion Time (how many node-hour3 needed for prediction per year,
month, or day), Training Time, and Volume of Data (amount of
gigabytes analyzed per year, month, or day). The last parameter
has been mentioned before as a common parameter.
- Data Encryption FFs have two parameters; Number of Crypto Key
Versions (number of enable, disable, and destruction of encrypt
keys per year, or month), and Number of Key Use Operations
(number of encrypt and decrypt operations).

2 Business purposes are the general purposes but with the high availability.
3 A node-hour is unit of work indicating that an application ran for a time t

on n nodes, such that n ∗ t = 1 h.
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Fig. 18. The common DT.NFFs of cloud services’ FFs.

Fig. 19. DT.NFFs associated with the HuaaS FFs.

Fig. 20. DT.NFFs associated with the most popular IM FFs.

(3) Business Configuration Parameters
As shown in Fig. 21, the Business FFs combined together

have six configuration parameters; Annual Freight, Number of
Users, Number of Sessions per User, Number of Operations per
Session, Number of Contacts, and Number of Orders. Based on
the functional features, some of these parameters could be exist
together. For instances; the first parameter is required in case
of Logistics FFs. The next three parameters are suitable for the
most Business FFs particularly for Sales and Marketing FFs, and
for Office Collaboration FFs. The last two parameters are suitable
for B2B FFs, and for Order Management FFs, respectively.
(4) Server and Hosting Configuration Parameters

The most common Server and Hosting FFs and their associated
DT.NFFs are as follows (see Fig. 22):

Fig. 21. DT.NFFs associated with the Business FFs.

- Hybrid Managed Hosting FFs have three configuration parame-
ters; Load Balancing Support, Number of Database Servers, Num-
ber of Web Servers. The first parameter has been mentioned
before as a common parameter. Supporting such parameters
means that the workloads are spread between two or more vir-
tual dedicated servers. In turn, this achieves many RT.NFFs, such
as the scalability by splitting the load onto multiple machines
to avoid overloading servers, the reliability by starting multiple
backups of the same image on multiple servers, and the minimum
response time through redundancy by using the first delivered
result.
- Web Hosting FFs have eight configuration parameters; Custom
Domain (support assigning a domain name for hosted websites,
or not), SSL (support secure connection to the Custom Domain
website for all browsers by using IP or for modern browsers by
using SNI protocol, or not support), Number of Websites, Number
of Page Views, Mail Boxes (limited packages of mailboxes and
gigabytes specified for every mailbox, or unlimited), Website Mi-
gration (support moving websites and blogs from host to host, or
not), Data Storage, and Network Traffic. The last two parameters
have been mentioned before as common parameters.
- Dedicated Managed Hosting FFs have nine configuration parame-
ters; Network Traffic (incoming and outgoing data transferred per
month, or day), Data Storage (amount of gigabytes for redundant
storage, local storage, and backup storage), Type of Instance, GPU
(support graphical processing, or not), Uplink Speed or so-called
Network Port Speed (maximum amount of megabytes that can be
transferred per second), Hardware Firewall (supportive, or not),
Monitoring Capabilities (supportive, or not), Instance OS (a ver-
sion of windows, Mac, Linux, etc.), and Virtualization (supportive,
or not). The first three parameters have been mentioned before
as common parameters. For the last parameter, if the provisioned
Dedicated Managed Hosting FFs support the virtualization, Resiz-
ing VM (auto, manual, or not resizable) and Virtualization Tools
(VMware, Xen, KVM, etc.) parameters should be specified.
(5) Networking Configuration Parameters

The most common Networking FFs and their associated
DT.NFFs are as follows (see Fig. 23):
- VPN FFs have ten configuration parameters; Network Monitoring
(Supportive, or not), Number of Unused Static IPs (number of
IPs assigned but are not used), Mobile Support (supportive, or
not), Number of Used Tunnels (number of traffic endpoints),
Used Tunnels (Location and maximum Network Traffic for each
endpoint, where traffic with Africa differs from traffic with Eu-
rope), Supported Protocols (FTP, HTTP, HTTPs, Telnet, etc.), Delay
Time (amount of time to travel from point to point), Latency
Time (amount of time to travel from point to point and back
again), Communication Encryption (supportive, or not), and Vol-
ume of Data (amount of megabytes used for logs to be loaded
and processed). The last parameter has been mentioned before
as a common parameter.
- DNS FFs have two configuration parameters; Managed Zones
(number of zones, where zone holds DNS records for the same
DNS name), and Number of Queries (number of DNS lookups
against all managed zones per year, month, day).
- CDN FFs have five configuration parameters; Cache Invalidation
(number of cached objects to be ignored before their expire time),
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Fig. 22. DT.NFFs associated with the most popular Server and Hosting FFs.

Fig. 23. DT.NFFs associated with the most popular Networking FFs.

Number of Cache Lookups requests, Cache Egress (amount of
gigabytes transferred from a cache to an endpoint, and Location
of the endpoint), Cache Fill (amount of gigabytes transferred to a
cache from a client on an endpoint, and Location of the endpoint),
and Number of Endpoints.
(6) Computing Configuration Parameters

The most common Computing FFs and their associated
DT.NFFs are shown in Fig. 24 as follows:
- Clustering and Parallel Computing FFs have ten configuration pa-
rameters; Master Node (Type of Instance), Worker Nodes (num-
ber of workers, and Type of Instance for all workers), Instance
OS (for all nodes; Master and Workers), Auto Scale, Data Storage
(storage for the running jobs), Instance Running Time, Location,

Enhanced Performance, Load Balancing Support, and Network
Traffic (amount of gigabytes transferred among instances; Work-
ers and Master). The last seven parameters have been mentioned
before as common parameters.
- Testing Emulation Environment FFs have four configuration pa-
rameters; Network Bandwidth (actual amount of outgoing
megabytes per invocation of a specific job), Calls for Specific
Job (number of invokes for a specific job per month, or day),
Requested Executions per Job (number of operations per second
for a specific job), and Resource Consumptions per Job (average
RAM size per second for a specific job).
(7) Development and Testing Configuration Parameters

The most common Development and Testing FFs and their
associated DT.NFFs are shown in Fig. 25 as follows:
- Applications Development FFs have ten configuration parameters;
Custom Domain (support assigning domain names to the devel-
oped websites, or not), VPN Connectivity (support transferring
data among instances in a manner that emulates the properties
of a private network, or not), SSL (support secure connection
‘‘HTTPs://’’ to the domain names of the developed websites, or
not), Number of Instances, Type of Instance, Load Balancing Sup-
port, Network Traffic (amount of gigabytes transferred among
instances used for developing application), Data Storage, Auto
Scale, and Enhanced Performance. The last seven parameters have
been mentioned before as common parameters.
- Application Programming Interface FFs have three parameters;
Number of Queries (developer’s requests sent from clients to
server, XML-based messages exchanged among applications, or
requests to build RESTful services), Network Traffic, Data Stor-
age (for storing task queue, or API calls’ outcomes, as storing
descriptions and indexes of each search API call).

There are a set of general parameters, which are called Gen-
eral Development Parameters, should be associated to all the
development FFs. These parameters include six DT.NFFs; Pro-
gramming Tools (Visual studio, Eclipse, Command line, Web wiz-
ard, etc.), Programming Languages (C++, SQL, Ajax, ASP, JSP,
PHP, Python, R, etc.), Programming Frameworks (MySQL, SQL
server, Oracle, .NET, Hadoop, JDO, Apache, etc.), Deployment Tools
(GitHub, OneDrive, AzureDevOps, BitBucket, DropBox, etc.), De-
ployment Interfaces (requests to the developed applications or
services can be committed using formats, such as REST, SOAP,
Portal, Libarary, API, HTTP Query, Libvirt, etc.), and Deployment
Type (Web type for developing using programming languages
supported by IIS, Worker type for developing standalone appli-
cations or services that do not use IIS to run, or both types for
developing web applications that can accept requests that need
to be processed in the background).
(8) User Supporting Configuration Parameters

According to The User Supporting FFs, Number of Users is the
only configuration parameter associated to such type of function-
alities.
(9) Cloud Management Configuration Parameters

The most common Cloud Management FFs (CMS) and their
associated DT.NFFs are as follows (see Fig. 26):
- CMS Monitoring and Reporting FFs have five parameters; Number
of Resources to be Monitored (resources, such as services, appli-
cations, and infrastructure), Number of Metrics, Number of Data
Points per Metric, Data Storage (for storing and aggregating logs
and monitoring data), and Volume of Data (for logs to be loaded
and processed). The last two parameters have been mentioned
before as common parameters.
- CMS Integration FFs have two configuration parameters; Volume
of Data (for the Data Integration FFs), and Number of Messages
per Hour (for the Application Integration).
- CMS Security and Entitlement FFs have two configuration pa-
rameters; Detected Entities per Hour, and Number of Users (for
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Fig. 24. DT.NFFs associated with the most popular Computing FFs.

Fig. 25. DT.NFFs associated with the most popular Development and Testing
FFs.

privacy and access control). From users’ point of view, services
that provide their FFs with high DT.NFFs capabilities and low
costs compared to other are preferred. For instance, users prefer
security services that provide the largest number of detected
entities with low costs.

5.4. RT.NFFs concepts

Sometimes, values of the DT.NFFs do not achieve the agreed
quality. So, role of customers’ recommendation (opinions of cus-
tomers that have obtained such cloud functionalities before)
should not be neglected. Customers with low experience about
cloud technology may need some parameters to facilitate their
assessment. According to our survey, there are a set of common
quality parameters (i.e., RT.NFFs) to assess functionalities of the
provisioned cloud services during runtime. As shown in Fig. 27,
these parameters include nine quality parameters that can be
assigned as ‘‘supportive’’ in case of providing some related efforts,
or ‘‘not ’’, as follows:

Fig. 26. DT.NFFs associated with the most popular Cloud Management FFs.

- Security Efforts; Firewalls (it is supported by many providers
using their own solutions, while others use middlewares), En-
cryption (using protocols, such as Transport Layer Security, and
Secure Sockets Layer), Authentication (most providers use a sim-
ple username and password for login, others use more specialized
solutions, such as X.509 Certificates used by AWS, Private VLAN
used by AppNexus, Key and MD5 Signature used by GoGrid, and
OpenID that allows an existing account to sign in to multiple
websites), and Static IP Addresses (support assigning a set of
static IP addresses to a customer account).
- Consume-Ability Efforts; Ease of Doing Business, Positive First
Use Experience (simplified operations), Rapidly Integrates, and
Readily Adapts (quickly adapts to changes).
- Fault Tolerance Efforts; ability to continue operation normally
despite faults due to specific efforts, such as Check Pointing Sup-
port (support the capability of saving snapshots of the running
functionalities, or not).
- Migration-ability Efforts; ease of doing migration or using
common efforts.
- Performance Efforts; for applications or services that provide
the computing FFs field, continual performance delivered efforts
can be classified into Infrastructure Performance (performance of
infrastructure allocated to an application or service in a single
virtual dedicated server or multiple virtual dedicated servers),
and Instance Provisioning Overhead.

For quantifying the Infrastructure Performance, it is important
to compare the continually measured performance to the ex-
pected performance agreed with the provider using five metrics;
Floating Point Rate (FLOPS), Memory Bandwidth (rate of reading
or storing data into memory), Disk Bandwidth, Bus Size (32-bit
or 64-bit), and I/O Performance (High, Low, or Medium). These
metrics are suitable for measuring performance of single and
multiple virtual dedicated servers (Instances), except considering
the Communication Overhead in case of Multiple instances.

For Instance Provisioning Overhead, provisioning virtual
servers may cause (during the provisioning cycle) a set of five
overheads; Server Acquisition, Image Deployment (deploying the
image onto the acquired server), Server Booting, Virtualization
Overhead, and Server Releasing (when it is no longer needed
to the server). Existing providers do not provide any informa-
tion about these five overheads. Customers are responsible for
assessing those overheads. For example, EC2 provisioning latency
varies from 70 to 80 s according to the Hyperic software company
assessment. Also, this company has claimed that Xen causes
additional virtualization overhead rates from 1.5% to 4.4% [41].
- Runtime Tuning Efforts; these efforts refer to the capability
of dynamically adjusting the provisioned FFs according to the
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Fig. 27. RT.NFFs for assessing quality of provisioned cloud services’ FFs.

customer load. These efforts include Check Pointing Support, Load
Balancing Support, and Resizing Support (support the capability
of adjusting the DT.NFFs based on the expected load during
runtime either automatically, manually through a custom API, or
statically).
- Reliability Efforts; these efforts refer to the capability of en-
abling the provisioned services to perform their FFs under stated
conditions for a specified period of time. Load Balancing Support,
and Fault Tolerance Efforts are examples of these efforts.
- Standardized Efforts; these efforts refer to the capability of en-
abling services to work with other services, where interfaces are
completely understood. Standardization Efforts have a great effect
on achieving other quality parameters, such as Compatibility and
Interoperability.
- Scalability Efforts; these efforts refer to capabilities that enable
services to handle a growing amount of work. Load Balancing
Support, and Resizing Support are two examples of these efforts.

6. CloudFNF ontology evaluation

The evaluation is an important phase to measure whether the
proposed ontology captures cloud services in the right way or
not [32]. Verifying that our proposed ontology met the cloud
ontology evaluation criteria is discussed in the following subsec-
tions.

6.1. Evaluation criteria

In this paper, we adopt the graphical evaluation technique to
evaluate the CloudFNF ontology compared to cloud ontologies;
Serchen [13], Martino [34], and Tahamtan [50]. The commonly
used method for evaluating the graphical structure of the devel-
oped ontologies is the criteria-based method [26], where some
explicit general criteria are used to decide whether the ontology
is suitable or not. According to [1] and [51], we can define these
criteria as follows:

- Completeness; a cloud service ontology will be complete,
if its concepts cover all aspects of cloud services (i.e., FFs,
and NFFs). Also, the concepts have to be organized in a
balanced granularity structure, where the large concepts are
subdivided into smaller ones with considering the balance
between depth and width of the ontology [45]. Add to that,
we should differentiate between the two types of com-
plete cloud ontologies; Generality-based cloud ontology (i.e., a
comprehensive ontology for describing all the FFs of cloud
services), and Specificity-based cloud ontology (i.e., ontology
for describing in-depth a certain set of cloud services’ FFs).

- Consistency; a cloud service ontology will be consistent, if it
is free of contradictories and overlaps.

- Conciseness; a cloud service ontology will be concise, if it is
free of unnecessary and redundant information. For exam-
ple, concepts that can be derived by other concepts using
relations, it is not needed to be defined directly.

- Preciseness/Richness; a cloud service ontology will be pre-
cise, if it is free of overlaps and has types of semantic
relations other than ‘‘is_a’’ or ‘‘has_a’’.

- Clarity; a cloud service ontology should be clear and un-
derstandable according to cloud experts, so this criterion is
associated with the consistency criterion.

According to [1], the construction of cloud ontologies should
consider the following rules:

1- Interested in (S.FFs ∧ RT.NFFs): Cloud ontology interested
in describing the S.FFs should also be interested in the
RT.NFFs.

2- Interested in (O.FFs ∧ DT.NFFs): Cloud ontology interested
in describing the O.FFs should also be interested in the
DT.NFFs.

3- Interested in (O.FFs ∨ S.FFs ∨ RT.NFFs ∨ DT.NFFs) ∧ ¬

(Overlapped): Cloud ontology interested in describing one
or more of the cloud services’ aspects (i.e., O.FFs, S.FFs,
RT.NFFs, or DT.NFFs) should avoid the redundancy problem
that is directly proportional to the number of overlaps.
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4- Balanced in (A) ∧ ¬ (Overlapped): Cloud ontology’s con-
cepts should be organized according to the balanced gran-
ularity principle (balanced arrangement A) that is inversely
proportional to the number of overlaps.

5- Interested in (S.R) ∧ ¬ (Overlapped): Cloud ontology should
be interested in the representation of semantic relations
(S.R) as they have a reversible effect on the number of
overlaps.

Based on [1], these rules can be mapped into the previous criteria
using the following mapping rules:

- Rules (1 and 2 and 3 and (4) →Interested in (S.FFs ∧

RT.NFFs) ∧ Interested in (O.FFs
∧ DT.NFFs)
∧ Interested in (O.FFs ∨ S.FFs
∨ RT.NFFs ∨ DT.NFFs) ∧

¬ (Overlapped) ∧ Balanced in
(A) ∧ ¬ (Overlapped)
→ Interested in
(S.FFs ∧ RT.NFFs ∧ O.FFs ∧

DT.NFFs) ∧

¬ (Overlapped) ∧ Balanced in
(A) → General Completeness.

- Rules ((1 or (2) and 3 and (4) →(Interested in (S.FFs ∧

RT.NFFs) ∨ Interested in (O.FFs
∧

DT.NFFs))
∧ Interested in (O.FFs ∨ S.FFs
∨ RT.NFFs ∨

DT.NFFs) ∧

¬ (Overlapped) ∧ Balanced in
(A) ∧ ¬ (Overlapped)
→(Interested in (S.FFs ∧

RT.NFFs) ∨ Interested in (O.FFs
∧ DT.NFFs))
∧ ¬ (Overlapped) ∧ Balanced
in (A) → Specific Complete-
ness.

- Rules (3 or 4 or (5) → (Interested in (O.FFs ∨ S.FFs ∨

RT.NFFs ∨ DT.NFFs) ∧

¬ (Overlapped)) ∨ (Balanced
in (A) ∧ ¬ (Overlapped)) ∨

(Interested in (S.R) ∧ ¬ (Over-
lapped))
→(Interested in (O.FFs ∨ S.FFs
∨ RT.NFFs ∨ DT.NFFs) ∨

Balanced in (A) ∨ Interested
in (S.R)) ∧ ¬ (Overlapped) →

Consistency.
- Rule (3) →Interested in (O.FFs ∨ S.FFs ∨

RT.NFFs ∨ DT.NFFs) ∧

¬ (Overlapped) → Concise-
ness.

- Rule (4) →Balanced in (A) ∧ ¬ (Over-
lapped) → Clarity.

- Rule (5) →Interested in (S.R) ∧ ¬ (Over-
lapped) → Preciseness.

In sum, there are four metrics to quantitatively evaluate those
criteria; (1) Balanced in (A), (2) ¬ (Overlapped), (3) Interested in
(S.R), and (4) Caring about aspects of cloud services (Interested
in (O.FFs), Interested in (S.FFs), Interested in (RT.NFFs), and In-
terested in (DT.NFFs)). For measuring the first metric, the relative
entropy (Hrel) [49] is used. As shown in Eq. (1), Hrel(i) measures
how concepts of level i are uniformly distributed relatively with
concepts of the upper level (i − 1). Hence, the average relative

entropy of all levels (Hrel) can be calculated as shown in Eq. (2),
where Balanced in (A) metric is optimal when Hrel = 1.

Hrel(i) =

(
−

∑i−1
k=1

U i−1
k
U i logU i−1

U i−1
k
U i

)
logU i−1 U i ,Hrel(i) ∈ [0, 1] (1)

Hrel =

∑L
i=2 Hrel(i)
L − 1

,Hrel ∈ [0, 1] (2)

where L is number of levels, U i is number of concepts at the ith
level, and U i−1

k is number of concepts at the ith level attached to
the kth concept in the (i−1)th level. The entire relative entropy of
the ontology (EH rel) is the average of Hrel for the graphical struc-
tures related to the covered aspects of cloud services (i.e., O.FFs,
S.FFs, DT.NFFs, and RT.NFFs), where Hrel > zero for each aspect.
According to [1], the ontologies will be assigned as ‘‘balanced
arrangement ’’ when EH rel ≥ 0.43.

For ¬ (overlapped)metric, ontology’s concepts are overlapping,
if one or more of the following situations occur:

- Concepts with synonymous names are existed.
- Concepts with different names have descriptions that point
to the same functional feature.

- Concepts with synonymous names link to different parents
using the same relation.

- Concepts link to parents that are less specific concepts in-
stead of linking to ones that are more related.

- Unnecessary and redundant concepts are existed.

For interested in (S.R) metric, concepts are connected together
in a networked structure or in a taxonomic structure. According
to the networked structure, relations among concepts of an on-
tology are not restricted to the ‘‘is_a’’ or ‘‘has_a’’ relation. In
other words, types of relations in the networked structure are
higher than in the taxonomic structure but with avoiding the
chaotic relations [28]. Otherwise, the ontology will be assigned
as a taxonomic structure.

For measuring the degree of caring about aspects of cloud ser-
vices, total number of O.FFs, S.FFs, RT.NFFs, and DT.NFFs concepts
is calculated. According to [1], ontologies that have a number
of concepts ≥ 61, 20, 14, and 35 for O.FFs, S.FFs, RT.NFFs, and
DT.NFFs, respectively, are assigned as ‘‘interested’’.

6.2. Evaluation results

This subsection discusses results of verifying that our pro-
posed CloudFNF ontology achieves the previous evaluation
criteria, comparing to Serchen, Martino, and Tahamtan cloud
ontologies.

The three comparative ontologies are selected as they are the
most related with one of our main aims represented in model-
ing cloud services based on their functionalities instead of their
layers. Although Martino ontology has not a URI or an online
version, we have analyzed description mentioned in the literature
content as the only source to construct its graphical structure. For
Tahamtan ontology, subclasses of concept ‘‘CloudServiceName’’
are excluded during the evaluation process, because they are
considered individuals, not concepts. The general purpose of on-
tologies is to provide a semantic classification of individuals, not
to include individuals [11].

According to Table 1, which presents the results of applying
the four metrics on the target ontologies, CloudFNF achieves
the highest degree of caring about the various aspects of cloud
services by providing 542 concepts. These concepts are spread
among the four aspects of cloud services compared to three
aspects (i.e., O.FFs, S.FFs, and DT.NFFs) for Tahamtan and only one
aspect (i.e., O.FFs) for Martino and Serchen, respectively.
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Table 1
Concepts distribution of the proposed CloudFNF ontology compared to other cloud ontologies.

Ontology O.FFs S.FFs RT.NFFs DT.NFFs Total no. of
concepts

EHrel
(A)

Semantic Re-
lations (S.R)

Overlaps
(O)Hrel L No. of concepts Hrel L No. of concepts Hrel L No. of concepts Hrel L No. of concepts

Martino 0.40 5 91 – – – – – – – – – 91 0.40 Taxonomic Exist
Serchen 0.46 2 390 – – – – – – – – – 390 0.46 Taxonomic Exist
Tahamtan 0.29 4 215 0.40 5 90 – – – 0.34 4 95 400 0.34 Networked Exist
CloudFNF 0.61 8 243 0.66 8 126 0.5 4 40 0.69 6 133 542 0.61 Networked Free

Table 2
Evaluation metrics for the proposed ontology compared to the other cloud ontologies.

Evaluation metrics Target ontologies

Martino Serchen Tahamtan CloudFNF

Free of overlaps ✓
Semantic relations ✓ ✓
Balanced granularity principle ✓ ✓
Caring about all aspects of cloud services ✓

For concepts distribution, CloudFNF achieves the highest de-
gree of the balanced granularity of concepts, where concepts
of the four cloud services’ aspects are distributed among the
levels of the graphical structure of the proposed ontology with
granularity 61% on average.

With respect to the overlaps metric, CloudFNF is free of over-
laps unlike the other three ontologies that suffer from too many
overlaps. For instance, Tahamtan ontology has an overlap be-
tween ‘‘Cloud_Taxonomy: PaaS_Types: Business_Application_
Platform’’ and ‘‘BusinessFunctions_and_Processes’’ concepts.
Other overlaps can also be found between pairs (‘‘CloudProvider_
Type’’, ‘‘Provider_Type’’), (‘‘BusinessFunctions_and_Processes:
Financial:Bill’’, ‘‘IaaS_Concept: Billing_System’’), and (‘‘Business-
Functions_and_Processes: Management: Virtualization_Systems’’,
‘‘IaaS_Concept: Virtualization’’).

In the same context, Martino and Serchen ontologies have also
many overlaps. For instance, ‘‘Application_Category: Manage-
ment: Project_Management’’ concept in Martino ontology over-
laps with ‘‘Development’’ concept in case of the software
development. Another overlap can be found in the same ontology
between ‘‘Development: Collaborative_Software_Development’’,
and ‘‘Office_System: Office_Collaboration’’. Also, attaching ‘‘Net-
work_Load_Balancing’’ to ‘‘Compute: Workload_Distribution’’
concept instead of ‘‘Networking’’ concept may cause a type of
overlapping. For Serchen ontology, we can find that some sub-
classes of ‘‘Human_Resources’’ concept overlap together
(e.g., ‘‘Courseware_Software’’, ‘‘Learning_Management_System’’,
‘‘Training& Learning_Software’’, and ‘‘Skills_Management_
Software’’). Another overlap can be found among concepts; ‘
‘HR_Management_Software’’, ‘‘Workforce_Management’’, and
‘‘Human_Capital_Management’’.

Regarding the semantic relations’ metric and according to the
definition of the networked structure, the graphical structure
of CloudFNF ontology is assessed as ‘‘networked’’. Although the
structure of Tahamtan can also be assessed as ‘‘networked’’, from
our point of view, this structure suffers from the chaotic due
to the too many vague and unnecessary relations (see Fig. 1).
All the mentioned relations can be classified into ‘‘has subclass’’
or ‘‘equivalent’’. For equivalent relations, there are too many
relations, where each concept has unjustified equivalent relation
on itself.

Based on the previous results, the target ontologies are as-
sessed according to the four metrics. As shown in Table 2, our
proposed CloudFNF ontology is the only one that is free of over-
laps, unlike the other three comparative ontologies. The free of

overlaps metric has a significant impact on all the five evalua-
tion criteria. In sum, the four metrics are signed for CloudFNF
ontology. Therefore, the previous five ontology evaluation criteria
are met in our proposed cloud ontology, unlike the other three
comparative ontologies. This proves that our ontology avoids
mistakes committed by authors of the other cloud ontologies. For
instance, the overlapping situations are avoided using techniques;
performing concepts’ rearrangement (i.e., splitting, merging, and
movement), defining suitable semantic relations among concepts
to avoid redundancy, and attaching enough details and clear
descriptions to concepts, where adding more details to concepts
could avoid the foggy situations [23].

7. Conclusion and future work

With the rapid growth of cloud companies and their het-
erogeneity in providing services, a unified ontology for cloud
services is urgently needed to participate as a mapping layer.
Most of the current cloud ontologies adopt the layers-based struc-
ture. Unfortunately, cloud services published recently may in-
volve functionalities from different layers due to the continual
increase in the complexity of customer demands. Also, there
are no clear relations to organize the interventions among these
layers. So, it is difficult to classify these services into a spe-
cific cloud service layer. Therefore, it can be considered that the
Layers-based structure of ontologies is unsuitable for modeling
cloud services. Additionally, it represents an obstacle to address
important issues, such as the cloud service recommendation and
Hyper-converged Infrastructure (HCI), due to absence of relations
among layers.

On the other hand, the functionality-based ontologies may
be suitable for describing cloud services, but the existed few
numbers of these ontologies suffer from several drawbacks, such
as overlapping concepts, lack of semantic relations, caring about
limited aspects of cloud services, and unbalanced granularity and
poor arrangement of concepts. In this paper, we developed a com-
prehensive functionality-based cloud ontology called CloudFNF to
overcome such drawbacks. It is planned to exploit this ontology
in the future as the core of a cloud services’ repository and a cloud
service discovery engine. Also, non-functional aspects of cloud
services are considered in the proposed ontology to allow ranking
services of the same functionalities efficiently.

According to the results of the conducted ontology evaluation
process, important criteria, such as Completeness, Consistency,
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Table A.1
Summary of some contemporary OFFs cloud services and their prospective classification in our proposed cloud ontology.
General
concepts Functional features Examples of Commercial Cloud Services

Service name URL

HUaaS
Crowdsourcing Amazon Mechanical Turk https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome

upwork FREELANCERS https://www.upwork.com/hire/network-administration-
freelancers/

Human Intelligence
Aggregation

Iowa Electronic Markets https://tippie.biz.uiowa.edu/iem/
Digg http://digg.com/about

IM

Data Governance (DG)

Cloudsfer http://www.cloudsfer.com/
Attunity Cloud Data Migration http://www.attunity.com/solution/cloud-data-migration
Azure Data Protection https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-platform/information-

protection
Zadara Storage https://www.zadarastorage.com/technology/cloud-nas/
VMware VMFS Datastore https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-4-esx-vcenter/index.jsp?

topic=/com.vmware.vsphere.server_configclassic.doc_40/esx_
server_config/configuring_storage/t_add_local_storage.html

Gladinet Cloud Microsoft DFS Integration http://www.gladinet.com/press/microsoft-dfs-integration.html
Bare Metal Cloud Block Volume Service. https://cloud.oracle.com/en_US/bare-metal-storage
Zadara Cloud Block Storage https://www.zadarastorage.com/technology/san-cloud-block-

storage/
zadarastorage http://guides.zadarastorage.com/vpsa-guide/1711/managing-

volumes-snapshots-and-clones.html
rackspace STORAGE AREA NETWORK https://www.rackspace.com/managed-hosting/data-

storage/storage-area-network
ON-PREMISE SAN & NAS AS-A-SERVICE https://storagefoundry.net/products/on-premise-san-nas-as-a-

service
Azure SQL Database https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-database/
GOOGLE CLOUD SQL https://cloud.google.com/sql/
Oracle NoSQL Database https://cloud.oracle.com/nosqldatabase
Azure Cosmos DB https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/services/cosmos-db/
MongoDB https://www.mongodb.com/nosql-explained
Amazon DynamoDB https://aws.amazon.com/dynamodb/
Telefonica https://www.cloud.telefonica.com/en/services/data-center-

services/
Acronis Backup http://www.acronis.com/en-us/provider/backup-cloud/
Amazon Backup and Recovery https://aws.amazon.com/backup-recovery/
Azure Backup https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/backup/
audiobox https://audiobox.fm
spotify https://www.spotify.com
Gamefly https://www.gamefly.com/
StreamMyGame streammygame.com/

Data Manipulation
and Analysis (D.M.A)

IBM dashDB https://www-
01.ibm.com/marketing/iwm/dre/signup?source=ibm-analytics&
dynform=21277&S_PKG=ov38138&cm_mmc=Search_Google-_-
Analytics_Database+-+Data+Warehousing+-+Hadoop-_-
WW_WW-_-ibm+dashdb_Exact_ov38138&cm_mmca1=
000000TC&cm_mmca2=10000660&mkwid=37a35080-fc

Elasticsearch https://www.elastic.co/products/elasticsearch

Data Manipulation
and Analysis (D.M.A)

EventLog Analyzer https://www.manageengine.com/products/eventlog/?cam=
327969517&adgid=22545141157&kwd=eventloganalyzer&loc=
1028885&gclid=Cj0KEQjwo-
XIBRCOycL7hsuI_NoBEiQAuS6HtKbY8KtKK_
48e7XnMwVg3PCqpFf8vWvVYbQ4p3PQas4aAhNy8P8HAQ

Google Big Data Analytics https://cloud.google.com/solutions/big-data/

Business

Business Project
Management (BPM)

Resource Project Management https://www.prosource.be/pages/pm-as-a-service
Stoneseed Project Management http://www.stoneseed.co.uk/services/project-management-

services/project-management-as-a-service
pmSolutions http://www.pmsolutions.com/
Clarizen Project Management https://www.clarizen.com/work/project-management-as-a-

service

Business Resource
Management (BRM)

Oracle Inventory Management Cloud https://cloud.oracle.com/inventory-management-cloud
Sage Business and Resource Management http://www.sage.com/us/need/business-and-resource-

management
Stefanini IT Asset Management https://stefanini.com/en/it-outsourcing-services/desktop-

management-services/it-asset-management/
BambooHR https://www.bamboohr.com/
Quatrrobss Payroll http://www.quatrrobss.com/payroll.php
Oracle HRMS https://www.oracle.com/hrms/

Business to Business
(B2B)

Axway Cloud B2B Managed Service https://www.axway.com/en/enterprise-solutions/cloud-b2b-
managed-services#tablist1-tab1

B2B Managed Services http://www.b2bmanagedservices.com/

(continued on next page)
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Table A.1 (continued).
General
concepts Functional features Examples of Commercial Cloud Services

Service name URL

Education and Human
Development

Invensislearning https://www.invensislearning.com
EDUCAUSE https://www.educause.edu/about
Oxygenlearning http://oxygenlearning.com/capabilities/learning-as-a-service/
tidwit learning (2017). [Online].

http://www.tidwit.com/faq-learning-as-a-service.asp

Governance Risk
Compliance (GRC)

ISG Governance https://www.isg-one.com/managed-services/managed-services-
detail/governance-services

NYSE Governance https://www.nyse.com/governance

Productivity

ICT.govt.nz ECM https://www.ict.govt.nz/services/show/ECMaaS
Envato 3D Design and Modeling https://studio.envato.com/explore/3d-design-modeling
InfoFort https://www.infofort.com/document-management-

services/default.aspx
Verizon Unified Communications and
Collaboration

http://www.verizonenterprise.com/products/business-
communications/unified-communications-collaboration/

huddle Secure cloud collaboration https://www.huddle.com/
Bizagi Modeler Collaboration http://www.bizagi.com/en/products/cloud/collaboration-

services

Sales and Marketing

Salesforce Marketing Cloud https://www.salesforce.com/products/marketing-
cloud/overview/

Salesforce Sales Cloud https://www.salesforce.com/products/sales-cloud/overview/
CPM Sales and Marketing http://www.cpm-aus.com.au/sales-and-marketing-services/
Oracle Order Management https://cloud.oracle.com/order-management-cloud

Business Intelligence
Applications (BIAs)

Oracle BI Applications https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/bi-
foundation/bi-applications-087428.html

Financial
Management

Quatrrobss Financial Reporting http://www.quatrrobss.com/financial-reporting.php
Quatrrobss Accounts Receivable http://www.quatrrobss.com/accounts-receivable.php
Quatrrobss Accounts Payable http://www.quatrrobss.com/accounts-payable.php
PAYCHEX General Ledger https://www.paychex.com/payroll-taxes/general-ledger.aspx

Supply Chain
Management (SCM)

Netsuite SCM http://www.netsuite.com/portal/products/erp/supply-chain-
management.shtml

Cloud Logistics http://www.gocloudlogistics.com/
Oracle Logistics Cloud https://cloud.oracle.com/en_US/logistics-cloud

Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP)

Invensis Finance and Accounting https://www.invensis.net/outsource-finance-accounting-bpo-
services

Quatrrobss Finance and Accounting http://www.quatrrobss.com/financeAndAccounting.php
Netsuite ERP http://www.netsuite.com/portal/products/erp.shtml
Oracle Cloud ERP https://cloud.oracle.com/erp-cloud

Enterprise Application
Integration (EAI)

Cognizant EAI https://www.cognizant.com/application-services/enterprise-
application-integration

Server and
Hosting

Dedicated Managed
Hosting

Rackspace Dedicated Hosting https://www.rackspace.com/dedicated-servers
Inmotionhosting Dedicated Servers http://www.inmotionhosting.com/dedicated-servers

Hybrid Managed
Hosting

Tsohost Complex Hosting https://www.tsohost.com/managed-servers/complex-hosting
Codero Hybrid Hosting http://www.codero.com/hybrid-hosting
Liquidweb Mail Hosting https://www.liquidweb.com/services/mail-hosting/
Azure DNS https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/dns/
Google Cloud DNS https://cloud.google.com/dns/
OVH Game https://www.ovh.com/us/dedicated-servers/game/
Nvidia Cloud Gaming http://www.nvidia.com/object/cloud-gaming.html
Virtela Web Proxy http://www.virtela.net/services/cloud-services/security/web-

proxy/
Smartfile Secure File Sharing & Transfer https://www.smartfile.com/

Web Hosting Tsohost Web Hosting https://www.tsohost.com/web-hosting
Hostgator Web Hosting http://www.hostgator.com/web-hosting

Database Hosting Liquidweb Database Hosting https://www.liquidweb.com/services/database-hosting/
Rackspace Database Services https://www.rackspace.com/managed-hosting/database-

services

Networking

Site-To-Site-Connect Oracle Network https://cloud.oracle.com/network

Network Function
Virtualization (NFV)

Nokia NFV https://networks.nokia.com/solutions/network-functions-
virtualization-nfv

Verizonenterprise NFV http://www.verizonenterprise.com/products/networking/sdn-
nfv/virtual-network-services/

Next Generation
Networks (NGN)

kpn Next Generation Network http://www.kpn-international.com/next-generation-network

(continued on next page)

Conciseness, Clarity, and Preciseness are met in the CloudFNF
ontology.

The general purpose of ontologies is to provide a semantic
classification of individuals, not to include individuals. So, we
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Table A.1 (continued).
General
concepts Functional features Examples of Commercial Cloud Services

Service name URL

Network
Administration

Sophos Web Gateway https://www.sophos.com/en-us/products/choose-swg.aspx#
Mcafee Web Gateway https://www.mcafee.com/us/products/web-gateway-cloud-

service.aspx
Azure CDN https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cdn/
Cloudflare CDN https://www.cloudflare.com/cdn/
Capita Network Audit http://www.capita-ites.co.uk/our-services/networks/network-

audit
Qualys Network Security https://www.qualys.com/network-security/
DTS-Solution Network Security Audit http://www.dts-solution.com/services/professional-

services/network-security-audit/
Harvard Network Strategic Lifecycle Planning https://huit.harvard.edu/services/network-strategic-lifecycle-

planning
Azure Traffic Manager https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/traffic-manager/

Network Assistance
Tools

UKfast DNS RESOURCE CENTRE https://www.ukfast.co.uk/whois.html
Azure Service Map https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/operations-

management-suite/operations-management-suite-service-map
Proservis Subnets Calculator http://www.proservis.eu/en/tools/subnets-calculator/

Computing

Clustering and
Parallel Computing

AWS HPC https://aws.amazon.com/hpc/
Google Cloud Compute Engine https://cloud.google.com/compute/
Mathworks Parallel Computing on Cloud https://www.mathworks.com/products/parallel-

computing/parallel-computing-on-the-cloud.html

Testing Emulation
Environment

Google Cloud Emulator https://cloud.google.com/pubsub/docs/emulator

Development
and Testing

Application Design
and Modeling

Egbsystems Data Modeling http://www.egbsystems.com/data-modeling.html
Salesforce Data Model https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-

us.api.meta/api/data_model.htm
Modular Application Design https://developer.rackspace.com/blog/modular-application-

design/
Envato App Design https://studio.envato.com/explore/app-design

Applications
Development

microservices On Google App Engine https://cloud.google.com/appengine/docs/standard/python/
microservices-on-app-engine

Azure Service Fabric https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/service-fabric/
Azure Cognitive Services https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-services/
IBM Cognitive computing https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/learn/cognitive/
Akana Cloud Integration Gateway https://www.akana.com/solutions/cloud-integration
AWS Elastic Beanstalk http://docs.aws.amazon.com/elasticbeanstalk/latest/dg/

Welcome.html
jitterbit CLoud Integration https://www.jitterbit.com/cloud-integration-tools/
MODAClouds project http://www.modaclouds.eu/
Cloud Provider Independent Model (CPIM) http://www.ocdirectory.org/dataset/cloud-abstraction-library
Django https://www.djangoproject.com/
Cloudify plugins http://docs.getcloudify.org/3.3.0/plugins/creating-your-own-

plugin/
Brightcove Player https://docs.brightcove.com/en/player/brightcove-

player/guides/plugin-dev-quick-start.html
CollabNet Collaborative Software Development https://www.collab.net/solutions/collaborative-development
cloudwatchhub CloudTeams http://www.cloudwatchhub.eu/serviceoffers/cloudteams-

collaborative-software-development-framework-based-
trusted-secure-cloud

Microsoft Visual Studio IDE https://www.visualstudio.com/vs/getting-started/
CodeLite IDE https://codelite.org/
Eclipse IDE https://www.eclipse.org/

Applications
Deployment

Azure App Service Deployment https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service-web/web-
sites-deploy

AWS CodeDeploy https://aws.amazon.com/codedeploy/

User
Supporting

Cloud Broker
Okta Single Sign On https://www.okta.com/products/single-sign-on/
IBM Cloud Brokerage https://www.ibm.com/us-en/marketplace/cloud-brokerage-

solutions
Jamcracker Cloud Services Broker (2017). [Online].

https://www.jamcracker.com/cloud-service-brokerage

Cloud Service
Discovery (CSD)

pivotal Service Registry https://docs.pivotal.io/spring-cloud-services/1-
3/common/service-registry/

Microservices Client Side Discovery http://microservices.io/patterns/client-side-discovery.html

(continued on next page)

concentrated on cloud services’ concepts, relations among them,
and their related parameters. While, how to store and retrieve
cloud services in accordance with the proposed cloud ontology
will be addressed as a future work for the construction of a

functionality-based cloud service discovery system. Due to the
large number of cloud services, storing all this amount of data
as ontological concepts’ instances may represent a challenge. So,
we aim to address this challenge by separating the instances of

https://www.sophos.com/en-us/products/choose-swg.aspx#
https://www.mcafee.com/us/products/web-gateway-cloud-service.aspx
https://www.mcafee.com/us/products/web-gateway-cloud-service.aspx
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cdn/
https://www.cloudflare.com/cdn/
http://www.capita-ites.co.uk/our-services/networks/network-audit
http://www.capita-ites.co.uk/our-services/networks/network-audit
https://www.qualys.com/network-security/
http://www.dts-solution.com/services/professional-services/network-security-audit/
http://www.dts-solution.com/services/professional-services/network-security-audit/
https://huit.harvard.edu/services/network-strategic-lifecycle-planning
https://huit.harvard.edu/services/network-strategic-lifecycle-planning
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/traffic-manager/
https://www.ukfast.co.uk/whois.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/operations-management-suite/operations-management-suite-service-map
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/operations-management-suite/operations-management-suite-service-map
http://www.proservis.eu/en/tools/subnets-calculator/
https://aws.amazon.com/hpc/
https://cloud.google.com/compute/
https://www.mathworks.com/products/parallel-computing/parallel-computing-on-the-cloud.html
https://www.mathworks.com/products/parallel-computing/parallel-computing-on-the-cloud.html
https://cloud.google.com/pubsub/docs/emulator
http://www.egbsystems.com/data-modeling.html
https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-us.api.meta/api/data_model.htm
https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-us.api.meta/api/data_model.htm
https://developer.rackspace.com/blog/modular-application-design/
https://developer.rackspace.com/blog/modular-application-design/
https://studio.envato.com/explore/app-design
https://cloud.google.com/appengine/docs/standard/python/microservices-on-app-engine
https://cloud.google.com/appengine/docs/standard/python/microservices-on-app-engine
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/service-fabric/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-services/
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/learn/cognitive/
https://www.akana.com/solutions/cloud-integration
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/elasticbeanstalk/latest/dg/Welcome.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/elasticbeanstalk/latest/dg/Welcome.html
https://www.jitterbit.com/cloud-integration-tools/
http://www.modaclouds.eu/
http://www.ocdirectory.org/dataset/cloud-abstraction-library
https://www.djangoproject.com/
http://docs.getcloudify.org/3.3.0/plugins/creating-your-own-plugin/
http://docs.getcloudify.org/3.3.0/plugins/creating-your-own-plugin/
https://docs.brightcove.com/en/player/brightcove-player/guides/plugin-dev-quick-start.html
https://docs.brightcove.com/en/player/brightcove-player/guides/plugin-dev-quick-start.html
https://www.collab.net/solutions/collaborative-development
http://www.cloudwatchhub.eu/serviceoffers/cloudteams-collaborative-software-development-framework-based-trusted-secure-cloud
http://www.cloudwatchhub.eu/serviceoffers/cloudteams-collaborative-software-development-framework-based-trusted-secure-cloud
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https://www.visualstudio.com/vs/getting-started/
https://codelite.org/
https://www.eclipse.org/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service-web/web-sites-deploy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service-web/web-sites-deploy
https://aws.amazon.com/codedeploy/
https://www.okta.com/products/single-sign-on/
https://www.ibm.com/us-en/marketplace/cloud-brokerage-solutions
https://www.ibm.com/us-en/marketplace/cloud-brokerage-solutions
https://www.jamcracker.com/cloud-service-brokerage
https://docs.pivotal.io/spring-cloud-services/1-3/common/service-registry/
https://docs.pivotal.io/spring-cloud-services/1-3/common/service-registry/
http://microservices.io/patterns/client-side-discovery.html
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Table A.1 (continued).
General
concepts Functional features Examples of Commercial Cloud Services

Service name URL

Cloud Service
Discovery (CSD)

Service Discovery and Configuration on Google
Cloud Platform

https://medium.com/google-cloud/service-discovery-and-
configuration-on-google-cloud-platform-spoiler-it-s-built-in-
c741eef6fec2

SmartStack: Service Discovery in the Cloud https://medium.com/airbnb-engineering/smartstack-service-
discovery-in-the-cloud-4b8a080de619

Service Management Appneta https://www.appneta.com/
Alemba Service Management https://alemba.com/solutions/service-management-as-a-service

System
Administration

Securemin System Administration https://securemin.com/
Abtechtechnologies Remote System
Administration

http://www.abtechtechnologies.com/remote-systems-
administration/

Table A.2
Summary of some contemporary SFFs cloud services.
AWS Managed Services https://aws.amazon.com/managed-services/
AWS Managed Service Provider (MSP) https://aws.amazon.com/partners/managed-service/
ScienceSoft Cloud Infrastructure Management https://www.scnsoft.com/services/infrastructure-management-services/cloud-infrastructure-management
ITSM Consulting Services https://www.scnsoft.com/services/itsm
Symantec Information Protection https://www.symantec.com/products/information-protection
Teradata Information Security http://www.teradata.com/products-and-services/information-security/
Azure Multi-Factor Authentication https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/multi-factor-authentication/
AWS IAM https://aws.amazon.com/iam/
Alienvault USM https://www.alienvault.com/solutions/security-event-management-and-monitoring
Proofpoint EMAIL, SOCIAL AND MOBILE SECURITY https://www.proofpoint.com/us

the NFFs’ ontological concepts from the developed ontology to
be stored in a relational database (RDB), where an Ontology Data
Access platform may be exploited to translate the SPARQL queries
over the CloudFNF ontology to SQL queries understood by the
underlying RDB.
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